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ABSTRACT
This dissertation treats the analysis and design of un-
braced rectangular mUlti-story, multi-bay steel frames. The
frames consist of beam and column members rigidly connected. The
centerlines of these members form a two-dimensional plane. The
loads applied on the frame are also in the same plane. These
loads may be vertical loads due to gravitational forces or hori-
zontal loads due to wind. The frame may be subjected to the ver-
tical loads only or to the vertical loads and horizontal loads
acting simultaneously. These loads are treated as static loads.
The frames are analyzed beyond the yield point in the in-
elastic range up to the point of instability with or without the
formation of plastic mechanisms. The moment-curvature relation-
ship for the beams and columns is assumed to be elastic-perfectly
plastic. For the beams, the plastic hinge is assumed to form at
the attainment of full plastic moment at a cross section. Por
the COlumns, the reduced plastic moment capacity is used for the
formation of the plastic hinge, due to the presence of axial
loads.
The analysis also ,considers the following second order
effects: (a) P - ~ effect, (b) axial shortening of columns,~
(c) reduction in stiffness of columns due to residual stresses,
(d) modified stiffness coefficients for columns because of the
presence of axial loads, (e) unloading of the column end moments
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after the formation of plastic hinge inside the column due to
beam-column effect. It is assumed that there is no out~of-plane
behavior in any part of the frame due to lateral buckling, lateral
torsional buckling or local buckling.
The method of slope-deflection equations is used in the
analysis. The scope of these equations is extended into ,the in~
elastic range to consider the behavior of members after the forma-
tion of one or more plastic hinges. For this purpose, modifica-
tions of these equations are developed.
A computer program is prepared to analyze large size
frames. For efficient use of the available memory locations, an
iteration procedure of sGlving the slope-deflection eq~ations is
.developed and employed successtully in the program. The program
is written in Fortran language.
Several frames are analyzed using this program. The re-
sults are presented and the behavior of the frames in general is
discussed. Using the same program, the design methods of such
frames are checked for the assumptions involved. New suggestions
are presented.
In the end, possible other uses of the method and program
,and their possible modifications to extend the scope of their
usefulness are suggested.
273.44
1.
1.1 'PURPOSE OF THE-STUDY
INTRODUCTION
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The strength and stiffness of $tructu~al steel frames
make them indispensable in modern building. construction, particu-
larly that of multi-story buildings. Ever since the 'first use of
t t 1 t 1 h 1 " ht d d (1.1)" "f"s rue ura s ee s apes near y e~g , eca es ago, slgnl 1-
cant advances have been made in manufacturing rolled steel shapes
and in fabricating and erecting the frames. These frames are
usually analyzed and designed by approximate methods. Elastic
analysis methods are available for predicting the behavior of
frames in the elastic range. They are used for relatively small
frames only. Because· of the tremendous amount of calculations
involved in these methods, very approximate methods are often em-
played in the analysis of mu~ti-story frames.
In the last two decades a new dimension has been added
to the field of analysis and design of steel frames. This in-
eludes the development of methods of analysis of frames loaded
beyond the yield point and up to failure, and the establishment
of design methods based on the maximum (plastic) strength. The
methods are commonly referred to as the plastic methods. Since
knowledge of the behavior of members and the behavior of tall
frames loaded in the inelastic range was limited, these methods
are used for low building frames only. With the research work
completed in the- last decade the behavior of members is known,
and one limitation is removed.
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Another limitation was the large number of calculations in-
volved in a large frame. The development of scientific programming
languages for digital computers makes these calculations precis~
and fast, It requires only to present these c~lculations,as a
logical sequence and translate it into a programming language.
This removes the limitation due to the number of calculations.
With these limitations removed, an analysis method for a
mUlti-story, multi-bay frame with the aid of the digital computer
is necessary in ord~r that the true behavior of the frame can be
predicted for given loading conditions. This step is furnished
by this dissertation. It presents an analysis method for multi-
story, multi-bay frames loaded into the inelastic range and a
computer program to use this method successfully. It also checks
the design methods for the assumptions involved.
1.2 STRUCTURAL STEEL FRAMES
The structural steel frames considered in this 'disserta-
tion are rectangular mUlti-story, mUlti-ba,y frames. They consist
of beam and column members rigidly connected. These members are
made of rolled steel shapes -- wide-flange and I sections or other
sections in which the material is similarly distributed over the
cross sectional area.
It is assumed that the geometry and the change in geometry
of the' frame can be represented by the centerlines of the members.
273.44
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·A joint is assumed to,be located at the intersection point of the
centerlines of the members framing into the joint. Thus ,the span
length of any member is the distance between two such intersec~
tion points, one on Bach end of the member. The centerlines of
the members form a two-dimensional plane and, the loads are also
applied incthe same plane. Thus the loads and geometry of the
frame form a coplanar system (Fig. 1.1).
1.3LQADING CONDITIONS(l,2)
, Figure 1.1 also shows the loads applied on the frame. Ver-
tical forces applied on ,the beams are dead and live loads due to
gravitational forces. These loads may. be uniformly distributed
on the beams or may, be applied as concentrated loads as shown in
.thefigure. These gravity loads.may. be acting alone or together
with the lateral loads. These lateral loads are the static equi-
valent forces due to wind blowing on that side of the building
which is perpendicular to the frame shown. They 'may be acting
from either direction. The study in this dissertation is .limited
to these static loads .only.
Other important forces acting on ,the frame are dynamic
forces due to earthquake. These are present in certaingeo-
graphical areas. The results of the present study may be extended
to cover this aspect with some modifications. Other forces acting
on part or the whole of the frame like .those during the erection
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of frame are minor in nature and hence they can be neglected.
1.4 IN-PLANE ,BEHAVIOR OF FRAMES
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The loads when applied to the frame will introduce bend-
ing moments, axial forces and $hear forces in the members. These
in turn will cause the members to be displaced from their original
position. The cross sections will, in general, rotate and move
vertically and horizontally. All these reacting forces and move-
ments will be confined in the plane of the frame only, since the
frame and loads are assumed to:be coplanar.
To enforce the proper compatibility conditions, vertical
and horizontal movements of the cross sections will be continuous
functions along the centerline of the members and at the joints.
The rotations of the cross sections will also be continuous func-
tions_in the same way except where the plastic hinges have formed.
A plastic hinge is assumed ta allow differential rotations on its
two neighboring sides.
1.5 OUT-Of-PLANE BEHAVIOR
Although the frame and loads are coplanar, lateral buck-
ling and lateral to~sional buckling .may introduce out-af-plane
deformations. This may result in the premature failure of the
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member, and the member may not reach the ultimate load calculated
on the basis of in-plane behavior only. Local buckling of any
part of a member will also ,have the same effect. This situation
can be safe-guarded against, by providing sufficient bracing in
the lateral direction and by limiting the flange width and web
depth in comparison with flange thickness and web thickness re-
spectively.Cl.3, i.4, 1.5)
It is assumed here that throughout the load-deflection
relationship discussed in this dissertation, lateral buckling,
lateral~torsional buckling and local buckling do not have any
effect on the in-plane behavior of the. members.
1.6 SUMMARY
With the purpose discussed above, this dissertation starts
with a review of the existing methods for analysis and design of
mUlti-story, multi-bay structures (Chapter 2). Assumptions in-
volved' in each case are stated and their comparison with true be-
havior is given.
Chapter 3 gives the behavior of members assumed in this
dissertation and its comparison with the behavior obtained by
other methods. It also derives the slope~deflection coefficients
for the members at various stages of plastic hinge formations.
273.44
Chapter 4 puts the behavior of different members together
to obtain the solution for the whole frame. It gives the analysis
method used and the preparation of the computer program for that
purpose.
Examples of the analysis of different frames with this
method and this program are given·in Chapter 5. It also discusses
the significance of some of the results obtained in relation to
the behavior assumed.
Chapter 6 discusses the assumptions on which the design
methods developed so far are based. Chapter 7 summarizes the re-
sults of this study.
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2. .AVAILABLE METHODS FOR ANALYSIS AND DESIG~
Several theories and methods have been developed and used
for the analysis.and design of steel frames. The steel frames
considered are the two-dimensional frames with in-plane loading
conditions described in the previous chapter. The limitations on
the out-af-plane behavior are also the samef They are discussed
in Ref. 2.l. Jrttis d'is,cu·ss,ionis· .modifd,ed :ailQ(;exf:end'ed:' for _,:the(":pur-
pose -o:'f:;this.. .study .:,.-L_,"The· ':as,sumptions will be described first since
they form the basis of any theory.
2.1 ,ASSUMPTIONS
These assumptions may be concerned with the material
properties, the cross section, the member, and the frame behavior.
The stress-strain curve for the structural steel is shown in Fig.
2.1.(2:2) All the assumptions regarding this material property are
reflected in the cross sectional behavior and so they are not dis-
cussed separately.
2.1.1 Cross Section
The effect of shear force is generally neglected. As a
result the cross-sectional behavior is. assumed to be identical with
the moment-curvature-thrust (M-~-P) relationship. The M-~-P rela-
273.44
tionship is assumed to be (Fig. 2.2)
(la) Elastic.
(lb) Rigid-plastic, P neglected (Mp)'
(lc) Rigid-plastic, r considered (M ).pc
All the following consider P(Mpc)'
(ld) Elastic-plastic.
(Ie) Elastic-plastic with strain~hardening.
-10
(If) Elastic-plastic modified for residual stresses and
degree of plastification.
(lg) Elastic-plastic modified for residual stresses and
degree of plastification and including strain-
hardening.
(lh) Any of (ld) to (lg) including strain reversal.
2.1.2 Members
Here are the assumptions regarding the consideration of
deformations due to the applied forces and the second-order effects.
(2a) Deformation due to bending moments.
(2b) Deformation due to bending moments only, but these
moments include the primary moments plUS the secon-
dary moments due to the axial .loads acting on the
deformed structure (beam-column).
(2c) Deformation (shortening or elongation) in-aXial
direction due to axial forces.
(2d) Deformation due to shear forces.@
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2.1.3 Frame
Here the assumptions with respect to the second order ef-
fects are considered.
(3a) First-order: equilibrium is formulated on the un-
deformed structure.
(3b) Second-order: equilibrium is formulated on the un-
deformed structure; the effect of the overturning
moment due to gravity loads acting on the deformed
structure is included. (P - ~ effect)
2.2 THEORIES FOR ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
Figure 2.3 shows the load-deflection relationship as
given by "the various theories using different combinations of
assumptions mentioned above. The curves drawn are qualitative
only. Loading is proportional. The frame shown is a single-story,
single-bay frame, but the description is general and valid for any
number of stories and bays. The assumption numbers refer to the
numbers given in Art. 2.1.
2.2.1 First-Order Elastic.Ana1ysis (Assumptions la, 2a, 3a)--
Curve (a) Figure 2.3
This is the most commonly used theory. In the analysis,
material is_assumed to be infinitely elastic. In the design, the
\
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maximum stress is not allowed to exceed an allowable stress pre-
scribed by specifications.
Commonly used methods such as virtual work, slope-deflec-
tion equations ,and moment distribution follow this theory. In
force methods like virtual work, the analysis begins with equili-
brium conditions and compatibility conditions are superimposed.
A displacement method like the method of slope-deflection equa-
tions starts with compatibility conditions and equilibrium is
achieved by the analysis. Thus the equilibrium conditions and
compatibility conditions both are satisfied but in a different
order. Both methods require a number of simultaneous equations
to be solved ardan advantage lies in the method which results in
less equations. Judging from this criterion, the slope-deflection
equation method is more advantageous for rigid mUlti-story, multi-
bay frames. The solution of slope-deflection equations can be
simplified by using moment distribution techniques. (2.3) Still
the calculations required for a large frame are formidable and
approximate methods have been developed, such as moment distribu-
t ' , , f (2.3) d h h d (2.3)~on uSlng prlmary rames, an t e portal met a .
Solution of these equations using digital computers shows
good promise. However the number of equations increases more
rapidly than the number of members. As a result the matrix re-
suIting from these equations is very large for relatively small
size frames and the available memory locations for a given com-
puter may not be sufficient. To remove this deficiency, Clough,
Wilson and King(2.4) have used the Gauss-Seidel iteration method
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and a tri-diagonal system of matrices in their programs. Besides
considering assumptions la, 2a, and 3a listed in Art. 2.1 they
have considered assumption 2c also. According to their state-
ment, these programs can handle large size frames, but no numer-
ical examples are given in their paper.
2.2.2 First-Order Elastic Design (la, 2a, 3a)~~ Curve (a)
Fig .. 2.3
As mentioned earlier, in this design process a prescribed
upper limit is set for the maximum stress. This stress, however,
is computed by using the analysis described in the previous sec-
tion. To reduce the computational work for multi-story frames,
approximate methods are used to obtain the distribution of shear
in columns. The most commonly used methods are the portal method
and the cantilever method. Cl .1 ) The bending moment diagrams due
to gravity loads are also approximated by assuming a point of in~
flection. (1.1)
The axial loads in columns are computed as the sum of
half of the gravity loads on beams framing into that column above
the point under consideration. The change in axial loads in
columns due to lateral loads is neglected, or calculated by very
approximate methods. Thus the conditions of equilibrium and the
conditions of compatibility are violated or at least not observed
even according to the first order theory. Still this method is
widely used and retains its appeal to design engineers.
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2.2.3 Second-Order Elastic Analysis (la, 2b, 3b) ~­
Curves (1) and (c) Fig. 2.3
If a frame is analyzed considering second order effects
but is still assumed to be perfectly elastic, the resulting curve
is (b). The curve is non-linear. A frame can be analyzed by
using the modified slope-deflection equations.(2.5,2.6) This
theory sets.a maximum limit w~ to the load which can be applied
to the structure even though the material is assumed to be per-
fectly elastic. This curve (b) is seldom used in design.
When the lateral load is zero and the frame is symmetri-
cal, this theory has its application in calculating the elastic
buckling, load, w. The elastic buckling load is the load at which
e
a frame will start deflecting in the lateral direction, even
though it is perfectly symmetrical. Before reaching this buckling
load the lateral deflection will be equal to zero. This theory
gives the non-linear post-buckling behavior curve (c).
In allowable stress design if a frame is very slender, a
check is made to ensure that the frame does not reach the elastic
buckling load before reaching the allowable stress limit on
which the design is based. If it does, this buckling load is
increased by providing bracing or by increasing the strength of
the members.
2.2.4 . Simple Plastic Theory (lb, 2a , 3a) (Using M~
Curve (d) Fig. 2.3
Historically elastic theories. and methods have been safely
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(if not economically) used in design. In the meantime tests on
statically indeterminate structures have been performed to the
failure of the structure. The failure is defined by the maximum
load which the structure can carry. The results of tests gen-
erally prove a significant reserve of strength beyond the load
at which the first yield takes place. By examining the careful
observations of the accidental failures of statically indeter-
· t t h h 1 0 (2.7) Thoffilna e s ructures one may reac t e same cone USlon. , lS
indicates the conservative nature of the elastic design when the
ultimate str~ngth of the structure is the governing criterion.
More experimental observations and theoretical investi-
gations led to the so-called simple plastic theory. This theory
uses the rigid plastic M-~-P relationship without any reduction
in M due to axial loads. Equilibrium is formulated on the un-p
deformed structure. It gives the ultimate load w when a fail-p
ure mechanism forms. Before reaching that load, there are no
deformations in the frame. When the mechanism occurs, the de-
flections increase without any increment in the load. The
methods commonly used in ana~ysis are the mechanism method and
the plastic moment distribution (or moment balancing) method~2.8)
2.2.5 Modified Simple Plastic Theory (Ie, 2a, 3a) (Using Mpo)~­
·Q~~VE?r. (-$) Fig. 2. 3
The above mentioned theory was subsequently revised to con-
sider the reduction in plastic moment carrying capacity of a cross
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section when an axial force of significant magnitude is. acting
simultaneously with the bending moment. This results in the re-
duction of mechanism load to w ,other behavior being the same.pc
This theory has been found to be satisfactory in predict-
ing the ultimate strength of very simple structures. It is cur-
rently used in designing structures up to two stories in height.
For such structures the neglected second-order effects are not
significant and the governing criterion for design is the strength.
But for most of the $tructures it is far from adequate in predict-
ing the ultimate load. Furthermore, it does not give a good
estimate of deflections before and just at the formation of fail-
ure mechanism.
2.2.6 Second-Order, Rigid-Plastic (Ie, 2a, 3b) -- Curve (f)
Fig. 2.3
In the modified simple plastic theory, if the equilibrium
is formulated on the deformed structure after the formation of a
mechanism, the result will be curve (f). This theory gives the
reduction in load-carrying capacity after a mechanism has formed,
and thus indicates unstable load-deflection relationships in that
region. The intersection point F of the second-ord~r rigid-plastic
.theory and second-order elastic theory is a better estimate of
the ultimate load than either w or wp pc
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2.2.7 First-Order Elastic-Plastic Theory (ld, 2a, 3a) --
Curve (g) Fig. 2.3.
This ,theory combines the elastic behavior of those parts
of the structure where plastic hinges have not formed and the be-
havior of the plastic hinges. It gives curve (g) if the Mpc
value is used for the members, and it terminates in curve (e)
when a mechanism has formed. If Mp value is used instead of Mpc '
it will give a similar curve but terminating in curve (d) at the
formation of a mechanism. Thus the ultimate load also will be
different, w in the first case and w in the second case. Inpc . p
comparison with the true behavior, the intersection point (I)
with the second-order, rigid-plastic curve (f) is a better esti-
mate of the ultimate load than the similar point (F).
To estimate the deflections at the formation of a mech-
anism, the conventional methods of slope-deflection equations
and virtual work have been extended to consider the effect of
plastic hinges.(2.9, 2.l0, 2.ll) In other words the extended
methods take into account the discontinuity in rotation at the
section where the plastic hinge has formed.
To trace the complete load-deflection curve requires a
separate elastic first-order analysis after the formation of each
consecutive plastic hinge. This makes_the process very laborious.
wang(2.l2) has prepared a computer program to find the
complete load-deflection curve similar to curve (g) and obtain
the failure load w. He used M values for the cross sectionp p
irrespective of the presence of axial forces. This program was
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d 'f' d b H · (2.13) 'h GE 225 t L h' hrno 1 le yarrlson to SUlt t e ' computer a e 19
University. This program was further revised by Bott(2.14) to
consider the M value for a cross section. The program thenpc
traqes curve (g) and obtains w as the failure load.pc
These programs use matrix methods of solving simultaneous
equations. Also they utilize separate elastic analysis between
two consecutive plastic hinges and add the results to the pre-
vious history stored in the memory. This makes the programs
very inefficient with respect to the memory locations and there-
fore they are able to handle only relatively small frames.
2.2.8 Second-Order, Elastic-Plastic Theory (ld, 2b, 3b) --
Curve (h)' Fig. 2.3
Comparing the resulting load-deflection curves computed
using the above theories with the true load-deflection curve, it
is obvious that none of them represent the true curve closely.
Particularly in the region of ultimate load, the difference is
,very significant, The best results achieved so far are the
curve (h) of this. theory and curve (i) discussed in the next
section.
Curve (h) is computed by using a second-order, elastic
analysis between the formation of two successive hinges. This
curve may give the ultimate load before the formation of a plas-
,tic mechanism, as shown in Fig. 2.3. Frames up to three stories
high and two bays wide were analyzed by this approach with the aid
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f th t (2.15) A · °1 t d b W d(2.18)o e campu er.· s~ml ar attemp was ma e Yo 00
and by J . d M ·°ct (2.17)ennlngs an aJl.
2.2.9 Second-Order Including Spread of Plastification (If,
2b , 3b)--Curve (i) Fig. 2.3
To include the effect of residual stresses, spread of
yield zones and beam-column behavior, Adams(2.l8) devised a semi-
t t · th d· th 1 to h· (2.19)au omalC me 0 uSlng moment- rust-curvature re a lons lp
and column-deflection curve type integration. Proper compati-
bility conditions were satisfied. Curve (i) in Fig. 2.3 is ,the
result of the analysis. Only single-story single-bay frames
have been analyzed. This is the best result achieved so far,
but the analysis is very complicated even for a very simple frame.
It is almost impractical for multi-story multi-bay frames. Similar
efforts were made by Yura and Galambos,(2.20) Chu and Pabarcius(2.2l)
and Moses.(2.22)
One common feature of curves (f) and (h) is that they
merge together at and after the mechanism formation. Curve (i)
becomes asymptotic to this combined curve (f) and (h)l.
2.2.10 Elastic-Plastic Design -- First Order
Heyman(2.24) proposed a design method in which beams were
designed by a plastic method and columns were designed to be
elastic up to the design ultimate load. Thus it used weak beams
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and strong columns. Heyman also proposed an approximate method
to-calculate deflections. He neglected, however, the p-~
effect.
2.2.11 Elastic-Plastic Design -- Second Order
With the increased knowledge of the behavior of members
and frames and methods of analysis, attempts have been made to
formulate design methods of multi-story frames using second-order,
ela$tic-plastic analysis as a criterion. Stevens(2.23) suggested
limiting the deformations in order to control stability. Holmes
and Gandhi(2.25) assumed a mechanism and a corresponding bending
moment distribution and chose the members to satisfy the same
h - t th It - t 1 d M' -d ( 2 · 26 ) d '-1mec anlsm a e U lma e oa. aJl use a Slml ar ap~
proach, but in addition he tried to limit the formation of plas-
tic hinges after certain load levels.
The subassembl~e method(2.27) developed recently iso-
lates a story in the form of a subassemblage and checks its load-
carrying capacity fO'r non-proportional loading conditions. This
method assumes the point of inflection in the columns and dis-
tribution of gravity loads from the stories above. It also
. assumes that the behavior of this subassemblage is independent
of the rest of the structure.
Recently a preliminary design method(2.28) has been de-
veloped to compute the plastic moment capacity required in beams
and columns. This method uses a plastic moment balancing
273.44
technique. The'P- 6
estimate~
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effect included in the design is a rough
2.3 TRUE BEHAVIOR AND PRESENT ANALYSIS
True behavior of' the small frame is very close·to curve
(i) (Fig. 2.3) in the beginning portion of the curve. In the
later portion, because of the effect of strain hardening, the
frame shows considerably more strength than the prediction of
the three curves (f), (h) and (i) in this region. As far as the
ultimate load and deflection.at ultimate load are concerned, the
results of curve (i) will give the best prediction.
This situation may change for multi-story multi-bay
frames, because of certain behavior not considered in these
theories and not encountered in small frames. As will be seen
later in this dissertation the axial shortening of columns
(assumption 2c) makes a significant difference in the behavior.
The analysis presented here considers this effect. It considers
assumptions 2b and 3b for secondary effects in members and
frames, respectively. It uses assumption ld for the cross
section, but considers the reduction in stiffness due to resi-
dual stresses for the columns under axial loads. Thus it is a
compromise between ld and If. This makes it practicable in con-
trast to the method of curve (i) which uses the complete assump-
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tion 1£. The resulting curve for a low frame is between (h) and
(i). For tall frames it is closer to the true behavior than any
other curve. The present analysis gives the behavior of the
frame in the ascending part of the load-deflection curve up to
the point of instability.
To analyze a frame, this method uses the slope-deflection
equations. These equations are modif~ed to consider members
under different states of plastic hinge formation. Therefore
it does not need any separate elastic analysis between the for-
mation of two successive plastic hinges. In$tead, it needs an
iteration procedure for convergence of the plastic ,hinge pattern.
An iteration method is used to solve the simultaneous equations
resulting from the equilibrium conditions. These steps make the
method very efficient in computer programming with respect to
the memory locations required, and consequently, the program
developed is able to solve large size frames.
273.44
3. ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
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This analysis considers the members including beams and
columns as the basic units forming a frame. This chapter dis-
cusses the behavior of these members as assumed in this.analy-
sis and compares it with other assumptions. The slope-deflec-
tion equations are derived for members in different states of
plastic hinge formation. The concept of plastic hinge forma-
tion and moment-curvature-thrust (M-¢-P) relationship ,are dis-
cussed first, since they are common to both types of members.
3.1 PLASTIC HINGE(3.1)
This_concept is commonly used in all the theories of
plastic analysis. When the cross section is fUlly yielded under
the applies moment, it will no longer be able to resist any
more moment. It will permit rotation like a mechanical hinge
with applied moments. on both sides of the hinge. After the
formation of a plastic hinge, the analysis can proceed with
the assumption that there is a mechanical hinge at the cross
section with two artificially applied moments on both sides.
In beams, this plastic hinge will form when the moment
at a section reaches the full plastic moment capacity (Mp ). In
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columns, because of the presence of axial loads, a cross section
will yield at a moment less than M. This moment, called the re-p
duced plastic moment capacity (Mpc ) of a column section, can be
obtained from the yield pattern and equilibrium equations. It
will depend upon the cross section properties ,and app~ied axial
loads. For different column sections these values are tabulated
in Ref. 3.2, using the idealized cross sections. For the purpos~
of this dissertation, however, the approximation given in Ref.
3.3 is used. According to this approximation,
Mpc
p
= 1.18 (1 - p-)M
. y p
O( PIP ~ 0.15
Y
(3.1)
0.15 <; PIP ~ 1.0y
.In the above equations, P is the given axial load on the column.
Py is the axial yield load and is given by the equation
.',.
in which
P ::;:: A 0'Y Y
A = Area of cross section
cry = Yield stress for the given steel
(3.2)
3.2 MOMENT-CURVATURE-THRUST RELATIONSHIP
This relationship gives the response of a cross section
to applied moment in the' presence of axial loads. In the simplest
case.of a beam the axial load may be equal to zero. In general,
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this relationship depends upon the cross-sectional properties,
material properties, applied moment, applied axial force, and
the state of the cross section with respect to the applied
stresses in self equilibrium, that is, residual stresses.
3.2.1 Moment-Curvature Relationship -- Beams
As noted before, in this case the axial load is absent.
Figure 3.1, taken from Ref. 3.4, gives the moment-curvature rela-
tionship for different shapes with or without residual stresses.
The curves. are in non-dimensional form for comparison. Solid
lines show the true behavior. Dashed line represents the ideal~
ized relationship used in the present analysis. The difference
between idealized curve and true behavior is negligible. This
difference again is on a very small part of a member since the
cross sections throughout the length of the beam have different
bending moments. acting upon them. As a result the behavior of
beams based upon this assumption does not deviate significantly
from the true behavior.
In the algebraic form, this idealized relationship can
be presented as
M/M = ~/¢p p
or
M/EI = 0 for (3.3)
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where
M/M .= 1.0
P
M
0\ - P
'fl p - EI
for ,0/,0 ~1.0
P
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(3.4)
3.2.2 Moment-Curvature-Thrust Relationship,-- Columns
The same relationship for columns is much more complicated
because of the presence of axial loads and residual stresses.
Solid curves in Fig. 3.2 show the M-,0-P relationship for the
8WF3l shape with the residual stresses as shown and witn differ-
ent axial load ratios (PIP). It has been shown(3.5) that they
8WF3l shape is a representative cross section for 'most column
sections.
These relationships were computed before by using a com-
puter program(2.l9) based on the algebraic equations derived
for different yield patterns described in Ref. 3.6. These yield
patterns did not cover all the cases which can take place for
the given axial load and the given residual stress pattern. In
addition they gave erroneous results for the case when PIPy +
(J c/ cr >1.0. In this case the column cross section would
'r y
start yielding under the axial load and residual stresses alone
before any moment is applied. Hence the results were not useful
for this case.
To remove these deficiencies, a computer program was
prepared using a numerical iterative procedure. This program
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divides the cross section in small rectangular areas (A A.) ~ by
horizontal and vertical dividing lines, as shown in Fig. 3.3.
(The author found that the division of each flange in 100 areas,
10 dividing lines in each direction and the division of web in
20 areas by only horizontal dividing lines gave satisfactory
results.) Each small area is assumed to be concentrated at its
center. Each,area is strained by (1) residual strain (e rt ),
(2) a constant strain over the entire cross section due to ,the
presence of axial load (sc) and, (3) strain due to curvature
(€~) as shown in Fig. 3.4.
The total strain €T is given by the algebraic sum of the
three strains.
e T =S rt + e c + €¢ (3.6)
For the given residual stress pattern €rt is known; and for the
given curvature, €~ is known. € c is found by trial-and-error
so that the total force acting on the cross section as found be-
low is equal to the given axial load. At any,-time in the pro-
cess, the trial value of e c is known and the information to
calculate E: T is complete. The stress on an element of area can
be obtained by
0- = E e T
0" =(J y
for
for
€ ~ e: y
e: ~ e y
(3.7)
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This is based on the elastic-plastic stress-strain curve shown in
Fig. 3.5. The total axial force (F) on the cross section is
given by
p = ~ cr ( 8 A) (3.8)
The summation is over-the whole cross section. At this stage,
if the calculated axial load is not equal.to the given.axial
load within prescribed limits, the .. value of constant strain ~
is revised and calculations between Eq. 3.6 and Eq. 3.8 are
repeated. When there is no yielding on any part of the cross
section, this revision will not be necessary if the first trial
value of e isc
(3.9)
If the condition for axial load is satisfied, the total moment
required to induce the curvature (~) is obtained by
M =~ cr y ( 6. A) (3.10)
,Again the summation is for the whole cross section. This can
be repeated for different values of curvature (~) and the whole
relationship can be tabulated.
The curves in Fig. 3.2 are the results of this computer
program plotted in non-dimensional form. From the plotting it
can be observed that the idealized M-¢ curve given by Eq. 3.3
is still a very good approximation if Mpc is substituted for Mp
when P/Py + a rc/ a y~ 1.0. In the figure arc/ a y used is 0.3,
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thus the M-.0 curve for pipy <O. 7 can be idealized according to
Eq. 3.3 using Mpc instead· of Mp '
If the same idealization is used for J?/Py + CJ rei CJ y> 1.0,
significant error is observed. In this case, the column cross
section has already yielded before the application of bending
moment. Thus the stiffness is considerably reduced. This can
be readily seen from Fig. 3.6. This figure shows P/Py versus
M/Mpc/.0/.0pc when .0/.0pc = 0.1. The results of the same computer
program are used. If the effective moment of inertia under
residual stresses. and axial load is Ie' then
(3.11)
Thus the same graph represents P/Py versus Ie/I also. From the
graph I II = 1.0 for-P/Py + cY 10 ~l-.O. For PIP + 0rcl ely, e rc y '"'" y
~1.0, the value of Ie/I is reduced until it is zero at
PIP = 1.0. This relation is shown by the solid line., Becausey
of the sharp discontinuities in the cross section, this curve
is not a continuous smooth curve. It is. approximated by-the
da$hed curve shown in the figure. The dashed curve is a para-
bola of second degree and gives the effective value of moment of
inertia for the given residual stresses and axial loads.
Using this effective moment 'of inertia, it is possible
to idealized the M-0 relationship for the case when
PIP + 0 / cr >1.0. Figure 3.2 shows this idealization fory rc y .
two cases (PIP '= 0.8 '-and. 0.9 in the figure). As it can be
" y
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seen, this gives a, better approximation of the M~'~ relationship.
Since the response of the cross section to the applied
forces is determined, the response of the members, beams and
columns to the applied forces can be determined.
3.3 SIGN CONVENTION
Sign convention adopted here is that (1) end moments and
end rotations are positive when clockwise, (2), bending moments
in the interior part of the beam is positive when it produces
tension on the bottom, (3) the vertical deflection of joints is
positive when downward, (4) lateral deflection is positive to-
wards the right hand side.
3.4 BEAMS
The beams in a mUlti-,story frame are loaded by uniformly
distributed loads or concentrated loads (Fig. 3.7). The ends of
a beam may deflect by unequal amounts because of the axial short-
ening- of columns. They will be subjected to restraining end mo-
ments from other parts of the structure. Axial force in the
beams will generally be very small in comparison with the strength
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and stiffness of the cross-sectional area in resisting the axial
force and its effect is neglected in this. analysis. The beam is
an indeterminate member by itself but can be solved by using the
slope-deflection equations to maintain compatibility with neigh~
boring members.
Given the idealized M-~ relationship as discussed in Sec-
tion 3.2.1, a plastic hinge will form at a point in the beam
when the moment at this point has reached M. Plastic hingesp
can form in the beam at three different locations, two at the
end and one at an interior point where the bending moment is
.maximum, as shown in Fig. 3.8. At any stage of the loading,
there may not be any plastic hinge in,the beam or ,there may be
one or more plastic hinges. Figure 3.9 shows the eight possible
combinations of plastic hinges in.any beam. Each combination
will have its own slope-deflection equations as given below,
3.4.1 Slope-Deflection Coefficients for Beams
Combination (1)
This is the familiar elastic condition and the slope-
deflection equations are ,the same as those used in elastic
analysis.
(3.12)
M = M 4EI Q 2EI Q 6EI ({)B - {) A )
B PBA + L B + L A - L L
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Combination (3)
In this. case MA is constant. The unknown QA can be eli-
minated from Eq. 3.12.
tiops become
As a result, the slope deflection equa-
MA = constant ~.
_ MFAB ~ 3EIQB 3EI (0 B - 8A)
MB - MpBA - -2- + 2 + L - L L
Combination (5)
(3.13)
This. case is similar-to the above mentioned combination.
Here MB is constant and QB can be eliminated. The resulting
equations are,
(3.14 )
MB = constant
Combination (2)
Referring to Fig. 3.10, the results of combinations (3)
and (5) can be applied to parts.AC and CB separately.
-MFCA MeA 3EI
MA = M,PAC - -2- + -2- + X ~A
3EI ( 0C - 0 A)
- --
x x
3EI ( 5B- 0 c)
- --y y
(3.15)
Since C is the point of maximum positive bending moment,
M = - MCA P
MCB = + Mp
(3.16)
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To eliminate 8C the sum of external reactions RCA and RCB at C
is equated to zero, or
(3.17)
To calculate RCA' the moment of the forces, acting on·AC about, A
yields the equation
(3.18)
. in which ,MAWx = moment about A due to ,the loads Wx acting be-
tween·A and C. Similarly, to calculate ReB' take moments about
B,
(3.19)
in which MBWy = moment about B due to the loads Wy acting be-
tween C and B. Substituting the values of RCA and ReB from Eqs.
3.18 and 3.19 into Eq. 3.17
(3.20)
Substituting the values of MA and MB from Eq. 3.15 into Eq.
3.20,
3EI (0 C - aA)
--x x
MFCB M
__ +--l2
2 2
3EI 3E1
+- Q -Y B Y
0B - 0 C
---+MY P (3.21)
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. When Eq. 3.21 is solved for 8C it will take the follow-
ing form.
(3.22)
Substituting the value of 0 C from Eq. (3.22) into
Eq. (3.15),
M
A
~ M
pAC
_ MFCA _ Mp + 3EI g +
2 2 x·A
3EI 6 A
_.'_.
x x
and
1 1 {~ ~AC MpCA 3- - M2 1 1 ) 2 2 Px (-3 + 3
x y
3EI Q 3EI
. °A + MAWJ
- ~ ~FBC - MFCB+- A + -2- ~x x
3 3EI Q
B
3£1 8 - MB~} (3.23a)+ - M + - '- -2-2 P Y BY
1 ~ MFCB
- Y LFBC - -2-
M 3EI Q -~+-12 +- 02 Y B 2 BY
) {~ ~FAC MFCA 3- - M2 2 P
I
;.
(3.23b)
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Simpl,ifying these equations further and writing
.... 35
1
and
the above equations become,
(3.24)
f f
( 1 _ xy ) (1 3 xyX - Mp "2 -"2 X
3 f f MFCB 3EI f
- 2 xy ) + xy (MpBC - -2- ) +- (1 _ x~) QAy Y x x
f 3EI 3EI f 3EI f+ xy
-
QB + -2- (1 - xy ) °A--2- xy ~y y X Y Y Y
M M
- f ( AWx + BWy ) (3.25~)xy x y
f MpCB ( ~ fMB = (1 _ yx. ) (MpBC - -2- ) + M _ l yxy P 2 2 x
3 f f M MAWXyx ) + yx (MFAC _ FCA) + f- 2 y x 2 ' yx ( X
M f
+ BWy) 3EI (1 _ yx)
y --2- Y
y
3EI f 3EI( 1 _ yx) Q ,+'+ --- B x
y y
3EI
°B + -2-
X
f
YX Q
X A
f
yx 0
x .A
(3.25b)
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Equations (3.25a) and(3.25b) are the required slope-defl~ction
equations for ,this combination.
Combinatiops (4), (6), (7)
In combinations (1), (2), (3) and (5) discussed above, the
beam was statically indeterminate. There are two plastic hinges
in each of the combinations (4), (6) and (7), hence the beam is
statically determinate. The bending moment diagram does not de-
pend upon the rotations of the ends nor is it affected by the
stiffness of the remaining structure. It can be determined by
equilibrium equations and plastic hinge conditions.
Combination (8)
In this case there are three plastic hinges in the beam
'.and a beam mechanism has formed. No more gravity loads can be
supported by the beam. Even though other parts of the structure
may be stiff enough to support more lQad, the load cannot be
increased in the same proportion for all the beams because, of
the failure of one beam which has formed a beam mechanism. ,As
a resillt, the maximum"load has been reached for the whole frame.
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Because of the interaction between axial loads and bending
moments, the analysis of columns is more complicated, even though
there are .no lateral loads. In addition, there is the problem of
unloading of the end moments when the stiffness of the column is
sufficiently reduced due to yielding 0 A complete solution of
columns using, the true M-¢-P relationship mentioned above is
available.(3.7) This solution uses a numerical procedure to pre-
pare charts(3.8,3,2) for a representative column section (8WF3l).
Then the response of the column is found by, a trial-and-error
procedure 0 It gives very nearly exact answers to the problem,
yet it is too complicated and unsuitable for·the analysis of com-
plex multi-story frames~ To ,avoid this-complication and to simu-
late the ,true behavior of colu~ns as nearly as possible, an ap-
proximate method will be devised here.
Figure 3.11 shows a colu~n with applied end forces and
end geometry. The plastic hinges in the column can form at one
or both the ends or in the middle of the column. This gives the
combinations of hinges as shown in Fig. 3.12. Combination num-
bers.are kept similar·to those in the cases of beams, but cases
(4), (6), and (8) represent impossible behavior and so they are
omitted. For the remaining cases the slope-deflection equations
are derived below.
3eS.l Slope-Deflection Equations -- Columns
Combination (1)
In this case there are no plastic hinges in the column.
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The column is analyzed as in the elastic case. To include the
effect of axial. loads on the bending moments, the stability func-
tions C and S defined in Ref. 2.6 are used. The resulting slope-
deflection equations are:
MA
eEl Q GEl Q -- (C + 8) E1 (oB ~ f:> A)= T A +T 1B L
(3.26 )
Combination (3)
In this case MA is known and ~A can be eliminated from
the equations written above. The resulting equations are:
MA = constant
S C2 - 8 2 EI C2 _-8 2 EI
MB = - M + -1 QB - -1"~. C .ACe
Combination (5)
(3.27)
MB is known and QB can be eliminated. The resulting
equ,ations are:
Combination (2)
(8 - 0 )B ·A
L (3.28)
Depending upon the axial load, slenderness ratio and end
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moments, the maximum moment may occur inside the column and not
at the ends 0 Thus the plastic hinge also will form irlside the
column only. The best example for this case is the column bent
into symmetrical single curvature (Fig~ 3e13)~ In this case
the maximum moment will occur" at the center of the coluI1U1.
For a general case shown in Figo 3.11, the maximum ffiO-
ment is given by
M
max
sin kL
(3.29)
where
kL = L ~ ~I (3.30)
,The maximum moment M
max
will occur at a distance x_from A, where
x is given by
_ -1 ,~M.B + MA cos kL~kx - Tan - M · kLA Sln
If the value of x so obtained, lies inside the column, the maxi-
mum-moment will be at that point. If x does not satisfy this
condition and is outside the span, then the maximum moment is
.at one or both the ends of the column. When M x occurs inside
rna
the column, its sign is governed by the larger of the two end
moments, MA and MB. After the plastic hinge formation at a dis-
tance x from A, the slope-deflection equations are derived as
follows:
Referring to Fig. 3.14, the equilibrium of moments for
the whole member gives:
(3.32)
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or (3.3~)
From equilibrium of the vertical forces,
Similarly for the equilibrium of moments for the x part,
(3.34)
BL + PAC -
Simplifying,
x- B = amax (3.35)
Applying combination (5) equation to the x part,
(3.36)
c2 _ 8 2
B = x xL C
x
EI Q
x L
£1 It _ Sx B
X X Cx max
(3.37)
which gives the value of ~ C as
S
B + 2 BL Cx max
EI
2
x
(3.38)
Substituting this value in Eq. (3.36)
- 2 C
Z Px x 8
BL L - By- 2 '2 (BL + 2 Bmax -
ex Sx ex
p x B = aAU L - max (3.39)
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Simplifying this equation
e -Bx p x
- Px . L + .: U L +. ~'U t + Bmax
-41
(3.40)
Repeating the process from Eq. (3.35) to,Eq. (3.40) for y part of
the member,
, B + BU + PL1UB
max
+ BU + P (liU - li C) - L L Y = a
or
Combination (3) for y part gives
2 8 2 C2 _ 8 2 SC -' E1 e E1EU =
Y Y Y Y
2 (LlU -- I:1 c) +-:1- Bc y u c C maxy y y y
This gives the value of l::::.C as
c2 _ 8 2 C2 _ 8 2 ~ S
B _ Y Y E1 eU + y y E1 U _ --:L B
8C = _U ,C-=.Y_·'_~y-__:::---__C~y-.-,_'_Y_,_'_Y_,'__C--='Y-...'_'_,m_,a_,~
C2 _ 2Y Sy EI
C 2y y
Substituting this into,Eq. (3.42) gives
2 l~_ Cy C
2 2
Py - ·Sy EIX B X (BU
YEU L + +, PLU L -max - E1 C2 8 2 C Y
Y Y
y
(3.42)
(3.43)
(3.44)
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c2 8 2 8
eU + 'i _. y. EI l1U - ...:i.. B ) ... B LY = 0
C Y Y C max Ly Y
·After simplification,
+ BL t + Pl1U t - Py au
,..42
(3.45)
(3.46)
Equations (3.40) and (3.46) both contain BL and,BU' Substituting
BL from Eq. (3.40) into Eq. (3.46) and BU from Eq. (3.46) into
Eq. (3.40) and after some simplification, the necessary equations
are derived which contain BL or BU but not both. Thus,
'3 CPy: Y . , , ..
= ElL C2 8 2 2·· ~xBL y Y Pi< "2 C - E1 C2 8 2.:_J X Py Y
L ' - EI C2 8 2
x x
Y Y
py2 C 2 ' Sy
- Py ~ y
2 .8 EI " '2 8 2 EI L C2 8 2Px C -
= B x y Y Y Y
max E1 C2 _ 8 2 Py2 cx yx· x L - E1 C2 '2S
Y Y
pxeL
Pxy eU
PAD
x y x 1 ) (3.47a)
-
-L
_ py2 C
+ (- + ~ - ,
_ py2 Cx y L L L X Y
'1 E1 /'12
'8 2
'1 EI C2 8 2C
Y y Y y
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and
px2 Cx
py2 C
"EI C2 _ 8 2
BU
Y x x
- EI C2 8 2 PX2 CY xy y L - EI C2 8 2
x x
px2 C S( x +2: x 2)'EI
C2 _-8 2 L C2 -' S 2 C
-B x x x x + Py Y=
PX2 C C2 8 2max EIy x
L ,- EI· 2 8 2
Y Y
ex x
-·pya - pe x t 1U L L px2 Cy x
L - EI c2 _ 8 2
x x
Both Eqs. (3.47a) and (3.47b) relate the unloading of the end
moments. In the next section, the results of these equations
are compared with similar results obtained by other methods.
(3.47b)
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In this case, none of the end moments depend upon the end
rotations or translations. Hence
MA = constant
MB = constant
,3.5.2 Comparison with Exact Results
(3.48)
Reference 3.2 contains end moment (M) versus end rotation
(Q) relationships in graphical form for columns with prescribed
end conditions. The procedure used the continuous smooth M-¢-P
relationship obtained by the computer program discussed in Sec-
tion 3.2.2. Using this M-~-P relationship, the column deflec-
tion curves(3.7) (CDC) were computed. Then the place of a given
column was located in the column deflection curves, in such a
I
way that the end conditions were satisfied. Repeating this for
several CDCs the full moment-rotation curves were plotted.
This moment-rotation relationship is linear when there
is no yielding in any part of the column. After the yielding
has started, it is a continuous smooth curve. Unloading of the
end moment occurs, in some cases at lea$t, before the reduced
plastic moment capacity M is reached in any part of the col-pc
umn. The continuous reduction in stiffness observed in M-¢~P
diagrams plays an important role.
In contrast, the equations derived above use a bilinear
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M-0-P -relationship with an adjustment for reduction in stiffness
due to residual stresses as mentioned in Section 3.2.2. As a
result the stiffness of the cross section remains constant till
the moment at that section reaches M . Thus the stiffness ofpc
the column also remains unchanged until the moment at a section
in the column reaches Mpc ; in other words, a plastic hinge forms.
Till then, the end moment will be continuously increasing .. After
the formation of a plastic hinge, the end moment will remain
constant as in combinations (3), (5) and (7) or will decrease as
.in combination (2).
Both these methods are compared graphically in Figs.
3015 and 3.16. Since the results in Ref. 302 are for an 8WF3l
section, the same section is used here. The results are com-
pared for a few selected cases. Other cases may be computed
similarly. In both figures solid lines show the results from
Ref. 3.2. Dashed lines give the results of the present analysis.
Dash-and-dot lines. indicate the behavior of columns used in
elastic-plastic analysis performed by previous investigators.
The two extreme cases plotted in these graphs are symmetrical
single curvature case and symmetrical double curvature case.
The axial load ratios PIP = 0.3 and piP = 0.9 are used fory y
each case. The column height h/r = 40 is common for both the
cases.
j The curves for the symmetrical single curvature case in-
dicate the marked improvement in the assumed behavior of column
members in this analysis compared to the behavior assumed in
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other analysis. The curves for·the symmetrical double curvature
~ase do not show. any significant difference. In this case the
behavior of the column used in this analysis is identical with
the behavior of the column used by previous investigators for
PIP = 0.3. The difference between the two is insignificanty
for PIP = 0.9. The case of PIP = 0.9 and h/r = 40 will bey y
perhaps the worst case that can be encountered in practical
frames. In more practical cases the agreement with the solid
line curves will be better than in this case.
3.6 COLUMN SHORTENING
The columns in a multi-story frame usually carry rela-
tively heavy axial loads. At the top of the frame the effect
of the column shortening due to these axial loads will be accu-
mulative. However, for the effect of shortening on the bending
moments in any part of the frame, the relative shortening of two
adjacent column lines at any floor level is important. This
relative shortening was usually, assumed to be negligible in
engineering analysis 0 Thus no design methods considered this
effect and few analyses for predicting this are available.
The relative shortening of columns will depend upon the
axial load distribution in the columns and the geometry of column
members. So far, the design methods consider the axial loads in
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the columns as the summation of half the gravity loads on the
beams framing into the column above the point under considera-
tion. The change in axial loads in the columns due to the la-
teral loads is calculated by using approximate methods. Even
if the members are so proportioned that the relative shortening
will be negligib~e under the gravity loads acting alone, this
situation will be altered when gravity loads and wind loads both
are acting.
In Ref. 3,9 by using an approximate analysis Dubas
showed how the axial loads in columns can be changed due to la-
·teral loads. He also computed the relative shortening resulting
from this change and the bending moments in some parts of the
frame. He also gave an example with just the gravity loads on
the columns introducing si.milar effects. In both these cases,
the geometry of the frame and loads were typical of the geometry
and loads commonly used~ The bending moments introduced by the
relative shortening were found to be significant compared to the
bending moments introduced by gravity loads or lateral loads.
The analysis in this dissertation computes the axial
loads in the columns due to the gravity loads. The change in
axial loads due to unsymmetrical behavior of the members in the
structure or due to the lateral loads is then considered. The
shortening of each column is computed, assuming that it is all
elastic in the axial direction. Thus
{) = PL (3.49)AE
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The vertical deflection of every panel point will be the sum of
all o's in the same column from the bottom of the frame to the
panel point under consideration. The effect of these deflec-
tions in generating more bending moments in beams and columns
is included in the analysis. The slope-deflection equations
derived in Section 3.3.1 were.,inclusive of the vertical deflec-
tions at the ends of the beams. In Chapter-S, the results of
frame analysis considering the effect of column shortening: are
compared with the results which do not consider column ~horten­
ing.
3.7 PLASTIC HINGE ROTATIONS
In the analysis of the frames the numerical values of the
plastic hinge rotations are not required. But for some secondary
design considerations like local buckling and lateral-torsional
buckling, the numerical values of plastic hinge rotations are
sometimes necessary. These values .can be computed using the
slope deflection equations of Sections.3.3 and 3.4. First the
rotations on both sides of the cross section where the plastic
hinge has formed can be computed. One of them may be just the
joint rotation used as a variable in this analysis. The differ-
ence between these two rotations is the required plastic hinge
rotation.
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4, ANALYSIS OF MULTI-STORY FRAMES
In the preceding chapter ,the response of beams and columns
to the applied loads was obtained. The end moments were expressed
algebraically in terms of end rotations, end deflections, lateral
forces, plastic moments and other 'variables 0 These equations can-
not be solved independently for anyone member since the members
are interdependent in a complex mUlti-story frame 0 Theoretically
the change in geometry. or loading in one part of the frame will
alter the geometry and internal forces in all the memberso These
conditions of interdependence are defined by the conditions of
statical equilibrium and geometrical compatibility 0
4,1 STATICAL EQUILIBRIUM
The applied forces must be balanced by the reactive
forces in a frame 0 This is true for-the whole frame and for any
part of the frame 0 The part of a frame may include just a part
of the member, or one member or a combination of members forming
a closed group or a jointo
4el.l Members
In deriving the slope-deflection equations, equilibrium
was maintained for part of a member and for the whole member. The
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end moments expressed in terms of other known and unknown quanti-
ties are part of the system of forces acting on a member in such
a way that equilibrium conditions are not violated. Lateral re-
actions and axial forces.:,in the members are also ,the part of the
same system. The end moment, lateral reaction and axial force
will form the end reactions of a member, as shown in Fig. 4.1.
4.1.2 Joints
Figure 4.1 also shows these reactions acting on the joint
in·turn. The reactions acting on the joints will be equal in
magnitude but opposite in sign. A ,given joint will be subject
to these reactions from all the members framing into it. In
general there will be four members for the inside joints of a
rectangular frame. For the outside joints ,there will be three
members 'except at the corners where there are only·two members.
The number of forces acting on a joint will vary accordingly. To
maintain equilibrium, these forces must satisfy the following
equations:
MA + MB +Mu+ ML = 0
.. HA + H ,+ HU + HL = 0B
:PU + ~L'+ RA + ~ - 0
(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)
4.1.3 Horizontal Shear
One more condition of equilibrium important for the
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analysis of unbraced frames is the equilibrium of the horizontal
forces in a given story. Figure 4.2 shows a typical story in a
multi-story frame. The total horizontal force acting in ,the
story is_the sum of all the horizontal forces (H) acting,above
that story. This force has to be balanced by the horizontal
reactions in the columns 0 These horizontal reactions are sup-
plied by the shear forces in the columns in the same story. To
satisfy the equilibrium-condition formulated on the unde£ormed
structure, the following equation should be satisfied (referring
to Fig. 4.2).
= ~H (4.4)
If equilibrium is formulated on the deformed structure,
this equation will be modified to
4.2 GEOMETRICAL COMPATIBILITY
= ~H (4.5)
The material of which the frame members.are made is not
absolutely rigid. The stress-strain curve assumed is elastic-
plastic. Hence the members will immediately deform when the
forces are applied. To maintain the proper continuity of the
structure, these deformations should follow the rules of
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geometrical compatibility. As for the conditions of statical
equilibrium, these rules will apply to the whole frame and any
part of the frame including a part of the member, a member or
a group of members.
4.2.1 Members
The axial and transverse deflections of a member must be
continuous throughout the length of the member. In other words,
qn both the sides of a cross section in a member, the axial and
transverse deformations must be equal, Similarly the rotations
should be continuous, although with one exception that after the
formation of a plastic hinge, this rotational continuity may be
violated. The slope-deflection equations derived in the previous
chapter satisfy these conditions.
4.2.2 Joints
The joints.are assumed to be rigid and acting as a point.
The horizontal and vertical deformations of the ends of members
framing into that joint must be the same in order to maintain
continuity. Similarly the rotations of these ends must be the
same unless there is a plastic hinge on one or more of these
ends in which case this condition may be violated for those ends.
These conditions will be satisfied in the analysis.
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The ,axial shortening of the columns is included in the
analysis so the joints at the same level can go through differ-
ential vertical.deflections. On the other hand, the axial short-
ening of the beams is neglected. There is no change in the
length of the beams and so the joints at the same level must
move through identical horizontal deflections. As a result the
relative horizontal deflection of column tops with respect to .the
column bottoms must be identical for all the columns in a given
story.
4.3 ANALYSIS METHOD
Any rational method of analysis of frames should satisfy
the statical equilibrium and geometrical compatibility, as dis-
cussed in the previous two sections. The method must also be
competent to yield the results efficiently and with required
accuracy. It will be an additional advantage if the same method
can be successfully used in preparing computer programs to solve
large size frames.
The two well known groups of analysis methods are force
n
methods and displacement methods. In ofrce methods the condi-
tions of equilibrium are satisfied first. The compatibility
conditions 'are expressed as simultaneous equations. The unknown
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terms in these equations are ,the redundant forces. The solution
of si~ultaneous equations gives the magnitude of these redundant
forces. A separate analysis has to be done to obtain the de-
flections and rotations of the joints.
In contrast, the displacement methods satisfy the compa-
tibility conditions first. Equilibrium conditions are expressed
as_ simultaneous equations, with deflections and rotations as
unknowns. The solution of these simultaneous equations gives
the magnitude of these unknowns, which in turn yield the redun-
dant forces or end forces on any members. Thus this method has
'an advantage of knowing deformations as a part of the analysis.
Another advantage lies in the fact ,that it treats a member as a
unit in ,the frame. This makes· the computer programming easier.
The resulting simultaneous equations do not contain all the un-
known terms together in any oneequation. ·As .an example, in a
solution of 24-story 3-bay frames (discussed in the next chapter)
,there were 216 unknowns consisting of joint rotations, joint
vertical deflections and story translations, resulting in a
like number of simultaneous equations. The maximum number of
unknowns in anyone of these equations was 10. The avoidance
of unnecessary terms (at least 206 in this example) can result
in very efficient use of memory locations of a computer.
Still the biggest advantage lies in ,the ease in solving
these simultaneous equations. In general, iteration methods can
be successfully used in solving the simultaneous equations re-
sulting from the use of displacement method. This makes the
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solution easier and computer programming more efficient. The
cycles of iterations can be limited by the desired accuracy of
convergence. Accuracy sufficient for the purpose of analysis
can be obtained in relatively few cycles.
Considering all these advantages, the present study uses
a displacement method for the analysis. Basically it is the same
as the slope-deflec~ion equation method. The only change made is
in the stiffness coefficients after the plastic hinge formations.
4.301 The Method of Slope-Deflection Equations
This method begins with assigning the unknown variables
for joint rotations, joint verti~al deflections and story trans-
lations. Using these unknown quantities, the end moments. and
reactions in beams and columns are expressed in terms of these
unknowns plUS the independent quantities like fixed end moments.
These are the slope-deflection equations derived in Chapter 3.
Still Eqs. (4.1) to (4.3) and Eq. (4.5) are to be satisfied for
equilibrium. Hence the next step is to substitute the values
of end forces in these equations. This will result in linear
simultaneous equations, with joint rotations, joint vertical de-
flections and story translations as unknown quantities. The num-
ber of equations and the number of unknowns are identical. These
equations are solved for the unknown quantities. Thus the defor-
mations are known. Using the same slope-deflection equations
mentioned before, the end forces are calculated. Now all the
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forces acting on the member are known. Simultaneously some of
the important deformations are also known.
4.3.2. Procedure Used in the Present Analysis
The general approach described in the preceding paragraph
is simplified and modified for the purpose of this dissertation,
. Since the axial shortening of the beams is neglected, Eq. (4.2)
is of no use. Compatibility in this respect will be maintained,
irrespective of the magnitude of the horizontal.axial forces in
the beams at the same level. To reduce the number of simultan-
eous equations to be solved at a time, Eq. (4.3) is treated
separately. After the end forces on the members are known, the
stiffness coefficients are revised if new hinges are detected.
The simultaneous equations are solved by the Gauss-Seidel itera-
tion method. With these changes, the procedure is more suitable
for computer programming.
The new procedure can be described briefly as follows:
The frame geometry, member properties, material properties and
the loading conditions form the data for the analysis. For the
known gravity loads on the beams and beam end moments, the axial
forces in the columns are computed. In the beginning the beam
end moments are assumed to be zero. For the second and subse-
quent cycles the values of beam end moments obtained in the pre-
vious cycle are used. With the axial forces in the columns known,
the vertical deflections of all the joints are computed.
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In the first cycle the stiffness coefficients in the
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beams and columns are computed as if there are no plastic hinges.
For the second and subsequent cycles the probable hinge locations
are checked to detect the formation of plastic hinges. Thus the
p~oper combination of plastic hinges is determined for the mem-
bers and then the stiffness coefficients for the beams and col~.
umns are computed according to the combination number. The slope-
deflection equation? of Chapter 3 contain some quantities which
a~e independent of the joint rotations and story translations.
These independent quantities are generally fixed end moments due
to gravity loads, fixed end moments due to vertical deflections
of joints, plastic moments at the hinge locations and similar
-
terms. These quantities are also determined at the same time.
Now the end moments are substituted in Eqs. (4.1) and
(4.5). This results in a system of linear simultaneous equations
with joint rotations and story translations as the unknowns.
These equations are reduced to a form suitable for solution by
the Gauss~Seidel iteration method. (4.1) :This iteration method
can be used more effic~ently if the unknown variable which has
a dominating coefficient is expressed explicitely in terms of
other variables in a given equationo This condition is easily
satisfied. In the equations of the type of· Eq. (4.1), the ro-
tation of the joint for which the equilibrium condition is satis-
fied has the dominating coefficient. Similarly for the equations
of the type of Eq. (4.5), the translation of the story for which
the equilibrium is satisfied has the dominating coefficient.
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Hence the equations are rearranged to express these variables ex-
plicitely in terms of other variables. The equations are then
solved for the joint rotations and story translations by the iter-
ative method.
This leads to the computation of the end moments on the
beams and columns using the same slope-deflection equations. Now
the next cycle can be started with the computation of the axial
loads in the columns. However, if sufficient convergence of the
axial loads and the number of locations of plastic hinges in the
members is achieved, the cycles can be stopped. The next load
intensity is then read and the analysis for that load is obtained.
The procedure just described gives a statically admissible
force distribution in the members and geometrically compatible
deformed shape of the frame for the given load intensity. In
case the given load intensity is.above the maximum load which
the frame can carry, the iteration procedure will diverge and no
results can be obtained. The maximum load is the load at which
the frame becomes unstable as described in Chapter 2.
4.3.3 Live Load Reduction
The statically admissible force distribution in the mem-
bers is a good criterion for the analysis of frames of relatively
small size. In the design of multi-story frames, the probabi~
lity of full live loads acting at the same time is taken into
account. Generally code specifications(4.2) based on statistical
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analysis are followed. The specifications referred to in Ref.
4.3 have an allowable reduction in live load in beams and columns
based on the area served by the member under consideration. Hence
the axial loads in columns are not in general in agreement with
the gravity loads on the beams, when these members are designed.
This violation of statical admissibility must be accounted
for in any analysis of frames which are designed using live load
,reduction factors according to these specifications. In the ex-
amples which follow, Frame netT was found to be affected signifi-
cantly by live load reduction factors. To account for this, the
contribution of gravity loads to the axial forces in the columns
was reduced according to the specifications. The change in
axial loads in the columns, due to beam end moments was kept
unchanged. This change is significant in the presence of wind
loads for which there is no reduction allowed.
4.3.4 Iteration Method for Multi-Story Frames
As described in Section 4.3.2, an iteration procedure is
used in this analysis. The condition for this iteration pro-
cedure to be successful is that the coefficient of one unknown
must be strong compared to the other coefficients in the same
equation. This was found to be true in the ?nalys~s of frames
up to ten stories high and three bays wide. When Frame netT, a
twenty-four story, three-bay frame, was analyzed, it was found
that this condition was violated. Even when the loads were very
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small compared to the design loads, the rotations, deflections,
moments and axial loads were diverging. In particular the axial
loads were oscillating with increasing amplitude, and in fact
the divergence of axial loads was the prime cause of divergence
in other quantities.
Obviously the remedy was in forcing convergence of the
axial loads in the columns. This was achieved by using the
average value of axial load from the last two cycles for each
column for the second and subsequent cycles. Thus for the first
cycle the calculated values were usedo For second cycle, axial
loads were calculated, but the average of this value and the
value used in the previous cycle was used. The same procedure
was repeated in subsequent cycles. This resulted in the con-
vergence of axial loads in the columns followed by the conver-
gence of rotations, deflections and moments.
4.3.5 Braced Frame
This dissertation concentrates on unbraced frames. The
analysis method described before does not take into account th~
stiffening effect of the bracing used in braced frames. Again
a frame may be braced in some stories only and the analysis will
require a combination of analysis for braced frames and unbraced
frames.
The effect of bracing can be easily considered. The
present analysis needs very few modifications for this. Figure
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4.3 shows a typical bay with bracing. Any brace under compres-
sian is assumed to be buckled under very small loads. Hence
this brace is ineffective in resisting the loads and it is not
shown in the figure. Because of the sidesway (~ of the frame,
the remaining brace will elongate by an amount e. The force Fb
in the brace is
e Ab E
Fb = L/cosa. =
2!J. Ab E cos Of
L (4.6)
where Ab = Area of brace. The horizontal component is given by
A·Ab'E 3cos O!
Fh = Fb cos Ci = (4.7)L
This quantity should be included in the equilibrium of the hori-
zontal forces. Therefore Eq. (4.4) and Eq. (4.5) become
~ MU + l: ML ~ Ab E
3
cos O!
= }: H - (4.8)h L
and
~Mu+ ~ ML ~P6 A A'E
3 excos
~H - b (4.9)- -h- =h L
If the story under consideration is provided with bracing
in more than one bay, a summation must be used. Another change
in the method of analysis will be the calculation of axial forces
in columns. On the leeward side of the bracing the axial force
in the columns must be increased by
Fv = Pb sin at =
2
cos ot sin Ci
L
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The axial force in the column on the windward side of the bracing
must be decreased by the same amount F given in'Eq. (4.10). With
v
these changes, the same method can be used for a braced frame or
a combined frame.
4.3.6 The Beneficial.Effect of Cladding
The effect of cladding is much more complicated to eval-
uate accurately. Unlike bracing, cladding material is distribu-
ted throughout the area enclosed by beams and columns on either
side, though the significant effect of cladding is similar to
that of bracing. To approximately account for this effect, the
following procedure can be used.
Figure 4.4 shows a panel of cladding material acted upon
by a horizontal force F. The displacement at the top is ~.
Racking tests relate F to 8 for a panel of area A. It isp
assumed that the thickness of the panel in the racking tests
is the same as that used in the building. This relationship
can be expressed as
where Cc = Constant obtained from the tests. The horizontal re-
sisting force (Ph) provided by the cladding will be
F = C 6L · hh C (4.12)
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This force Fh from Eq. (4.12) can\be used in Eqs. (4.4) and
(4.5) in the same way as Fh from Eq. (4.7) is used.
4.4 COMPUTER PROGRAM
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To make the computations very fast and accurate a Fortran
-language program for digital computers was prepared. Without the
aid of the program, the analysis of complex frames would be im-
possible, because the total number of unknown deflections and
rotations is often too excessive. Many variations of this pro-
gram are possible to handle changes in loading conditions, span
lengths, etc. The program presented here is the one adopted for
the analysis of Frame C. One important variation used is a pro-
gram for frames with concentrated loads.
The whole program was divided into many subroutines for
ease in compiling. The printouts of this program can be seen in
the Appendix. The flow charts of individual subroutines are
given in Fig. 4.5 to Fig. 4.13. The symbols used in the program
and in the flow charts are explained in the list of symbols. The
printouts and flow charts are self explanatory. For the sake
of convenience a brief description of the major steps is given
below.
(1) BEG~N The program reads the geometry of the frame, member
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sizes and proportionality constants for vertical and horizontal
-loads. The material properties such as yield stress, modulus of
elasticity, and residual stress level are read at the same time.
All the input quantities are printed out for future reference.
The end moments on beams and columns, joint rotations
and horizontal translations are initialized. The plastic hinge
combination for beams and columns is initialized as combination
(1) which does not have any plastic hinges (Chapter 3).
(2) AXIAL LOADS For the given vertical loads and the end moments
on the beams,' the axial loads in the columns are computed from
statical equilibrium. For Frame C the live load reduction men-
tioned above is accounted for at- this stage. Any concentrated
loads applied directly at the top of columns are added.
(3)"VERTICAL DEFLECTIONS From the axial loads and geometrical
and material properties, the axial shortening of the columns is
calculated. Adding them up to the required height, the vertical
deflection of the joints is calculated.
At this stage the summation of independent moments at
the joints and in the stories is initializedo These moments do
not depend upon the joint rotations or story translations.
They are fixed end moments due to gravity loads or vertical de-
flections of joints or plastic moments at the plastic hinge lo-
cations or carryover moments.
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(4) BEAMS In the second and subsequent iterations, beams are
checked for possible hinge formations. If a plastic hinge has
formed, the bending moment at the location of the plastic hinge
is adjusted accordingly. A proper combination number is allotted
to ,that beam. For all iterations the slope-deflection coeffi-
cients are then computed according to the plastic hinge combina-
tion.
(5) COLUMNS This step does the same functions for the columns,
which the previous step did for the beams.
In both the fourth and fifth steps above, proper moments
which.are independent of rotations and translations are added to
the summation of independent moments, mentioned in Step 3.
(6) ROTATIONS AND TRANSLATIONS Now ·the equations of equili-
brium are written for the joint moments and story shears, in
the form required by the Gauss-Seidel iteration method. These
equations contain known quantities like slope-deflection co-
efficients, independent moments, horizontal shear forces, story
heights and vertical loads. The unknown quantities. are joint
rotations and horizontal translations. These equations are
solved by Gauss-Seidel iteration method until the desired con-
vergence is_achieved.
(7) END MOMENTS Finally the end moments acting on the beams
and columns are computed using these rotations and translations,
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slope-deflection coefficients and independent moments acting on
each member. These end moments acting on each joint will be in
balance and similarly the horizontal shear force will be in
balance for each story.
But now this may unbalance the axial loads in the columns
since they were computed using the previous guess of end moments
on the beams. If new plastic hinges are detected in this cycle,
the structure will be less stiff. Therefore the newly computed
moments may indicate some more plastic hinges. To get sufficient
convergence of axial loads and plastic hinge conditions, the
program goes 'back to Step 2 and starts the next cycle. These
cycles are repeated until the desired convergence of the axia~"
loads and plastic hinge conditions is achieved. The program
may then be asked to compute for a different load or it may be
stopped.
',f.
... 'r I
'~
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The computer program described in the previous chapter
has been used in analyzing a number of frames with distributed
loads.on the beams. The sam~ program was modified to consider
concentrated loads on beams and used to analyze frames with
concentrated loads. In this chapter, the results of thes-e analy-
ses are presented. The loading sequence was proportional in all
cases.
5.1 .FRAMES WITH DISTRIBUTED LOADS
The analyses of four frames with distributed loads are
presented in this section. The four frames are: (l),A single-
story, single-bay frame, (2) A three-story, two-bay frame,
(3) Frame B, a ten-story, three-bay frame, and (4) Frame C, a
twenty-four-story, three-bay frame.
5.1.1 . Single-Story, Single-Bay Frame
The single-story single-bay frame designed in -Ref. 5.',1
is used as the first example. The frame is shown in Fig. 5.1
along with the loading conditions. In designing the frame, the
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distributed lateral load was replaced by a single concentrated
load acting at the panel point. The distributed gravity load
was replaced by a number of concentrated loads six feet apart.
The load factors used in design were 1.85 and 1.40 for the gra-
vity loads and combined loads respectively. The gravity loads
governed the design and an 18WF60 section was selected for the
beam and both the columns.
The same frame was analyzed using the computer program.
The proportional of lateral load to the uniformly distributed
gravity load on the beam was changed to check the behavior of
the frame under different loading conditions and to check the
different parts of the computer program. For the same reason,
in one analysis, concentrated loads were assigned to the column
tops.
Figure 5.2 shows the load (W) versus deflection (A)
curves for the frame when the lateral force" is relatively small.
The propoDtion of lateral force, to the total vertical force is
given by a. a varies from 0.0 to 0.0347. The frame fails by
a beam mechanism in all these cases. The lateral deflection
(~) at failure increases with ~. The lateral deflection (A)
is identically equal to zero, when there is no lateral load
acting on, the frame and perfect symmetry is maintained. The
sequence of plastic hinge formation shown in the figure is com-
mon to all the cases.
The peculiarity of behavior worth noting here is the re-
duction in stiffness after the formation of plastic hinge (1)
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and then increase in stiffness after the formation of plastic
hinge (2). The reason for this type of behavior is the change
in contribution to the lateral deflection by the vertical load
when the plastic hinge forms. Before the formation of plastic
hinge (1) and after the formation of plastic hinge (.2), the
frame is perfectly symmetrical under the vertical load. There-
fore there is no first order lateral deflection due to vertical
,load. The vertical load contributes to the lateral deflection
through the p- 8 effect only, Between the formation of plastic
hinge (1) and plastic hinge (2), the frame is unsymmetrical
under vertical load. This results in a significant first-order
lateral deflection due to vertical loads. ,Hence the frame sways
more between the formation of plastic hinges (1) and (2)0
The load deflection curves when the lateral load is
relatively large are given in Fig. 5.3. The proportionality
constant a is increased to 0.347. and then to 0.6950 The se-
quence of plastic hinge formation is shown separately for each
curve. ,When ~ is 0.347 the frame still fails by a beam mech-
anism at the same vertical load. However there is one more plas-
tic hinge formed in this case. Plastic hinge (2) has taken place
before the formation of a beam mechanism. This plastic hinge
is ,not a part of the group of plastic hinges which transforms
the frame into a mechanism. In the second case, when ~ is
0.695 the frame fails by a combined mechanism. The vertical
load at failure is less than in the previous cases. In both
these curves, the lateral deflections are large in comparison
with those in Fig. 5.2.
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,To check the effect of axial loads in the columns the
same frame was analyzed with concentrated loads applied at the
tops.of the columns. This load on each column was equal to
0.2893 WL as shown in Fig. 504. The proportionality constant
a for the lateral load was equal to 0.011. The same figure
shows the load-deflection curve and the sequence of plastic
hinge formation. The frame fails. again by a beam mechanism but
at a smaller vertical load on the beam. This is due to the
fact that the plastic moment-carrying capacity of the column
cross section is reduced by the presence of axial loads. The
plastic hinges at (1) and (2) have developed with smaller bend-
ing moments acting on the cross section.
The results of the computer program in analyzing, this
single-story, single-bay frame under different loading condi-
tions were found to be satisfactory. The next step was to
analyze multi-story mUlti-bay frames using the same program.
5.102 Three-Story TWO-Bay Frame
The geometry, member sizes and the proportionality con-
stants for loading are given in Fig. 5.5. The same column sec-
tion was used for all the three stories and three columns. A, B
and C. The lateral load H is plotted against the total lateral
deflection in Fig. 5.6 for each' of the three levels. The plas-
tic hinges formed at failure are shown in the inset. The, frame
failed by instability before the formation of a failure mechanism.
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.This instability is caused by the reduction in stiffness due to
the formation of plastic hinges.
5.1.3 Frame B
Frame B is a ten-story, three-bay frame, the details of
which were given in Ref. 4.2. It was designed by an allowable-
t th d d b 1 t - d - th d (5.2) Th bsress me 0 an yap as lC eSlgn me 0 _ ,e mem er
sizes required according to the latter method were used in this
analysis. The geometry of the frame and member sizes are given
in Fig. 5.7. The loads acting on the frame are tabulated in
Table 5.1. Since the loads acting on the frame are combined
wind and gravity loads, the plastic design load (D-L) is 1.3
times the working load (W·L). The distributed loads on the roof
and on the floor are uniform in all three bays.
Separate live load reduction for columns is not
accounted for. Thus column axial loads are in equilibrium
· h h - 1 d h b I h·· 1 d · (5.2)Wlt t e grav~ty oa s on t e earns. n t e orlglna eSlgn
separate live load reduction for the columns was used. Due to
the peculiar geometry of the frame, this affected only two
columns. All the other columns carried the same axial.loads,
whether they were calculated from the equilibrium of the gravity
loads on the beams or from the contributing area using the
separate live load reduction factors. Therefore the fact that
separate live load reduction factors were not used did not have
any significant effect on the frame.
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Figure 5.8 shows the load-deflection curves for three
levels. Lateral load H is plotted against the total lateral.de-
flection at the level indicated on each curve. ,Between working
load and design load, the stiffness of the frame is reduced con-
siderably because of the formation of plastic hinges. Soon
after passing the design ultimate load the frame has failed.
For all practical purposes, the design load is the ultimate load
of the frame.
Figure 5~9 shows the plastic hinges formed in Frame nBtt
at design ultimate load. Since the design is a weak-beam type
design, only, two plastic hinges have formed inside the colurrms.
All the other plastic hinges are located inside the beams. More
plastic hinges have formed near the top of the frame than near
the bottom. The stiffness-of the structure has decreased con-
siderably because of these plastic hinges. The failure of the
frame is caused by instability due to reduction in stiffness.
No complete mechanism has formed.
The calculated rotations of the first few plastic hinges
are tabulated in Table 5.2. It is assumed that the plastic
hinge having the maximum rotation will be one of these plastic
hinges which formed first. The plastic hinge rotations given
are at the design ultimate load. The values shown are the ab-
solute rotations in radians. The maximum plastic hinge rotation
is 0.0160 radians,
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5.1.4 Frame C
Frame C was presented along with Frame B in Ref. 4.2 and
5.2. Members selected in the plastic design are again used for
the analysis. Beams in both Frames Band C were designed using
the clear span between the faces of columns on both ends. The
present analysis uses the center-to-center span between COlUnU1S.
The span lengths in Frame B are ,very large and this difference
is negligible. In Frame C, however, the center span is very
short and this difference affects the results significantly as
it will be seen later.
Figure 5.10 shows the geometry of Frame C. Unlike
Frame B there is considerable variation in span lengthso Tables
5.3 and 5.4 list the sections used for beams and columns and
Table 5.5 gives the working loads (W'L) and design ultimate
loads (D·L) acting on the frame. The design ultimate load
again is equal to 1.3 times the working load, corresponding to
the combined loading condition. In Frame C the floor load on
each bay is different, and separate live load reduction factors
are used for the columns in the analysis as well as in the de-
sign.
Figures 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13 give the load-deflection
curves for Levels 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 24 from the top. The
lateral load (H) is plotted against the total lateral deflec-
tion at each level. To demonstrate the effect of axial shorten-
ing of columns, similar curves are plotted from the analysis
which do not consider axial shortening of columns. The frame
fails soon after the design ultimate load is reached and
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again the design ultimate load can be considered as the ultimate
load. There is a significant increase in lateral deflections
near the top due to the effect of axial shortening. The differ-
ence in deflections from the two analyses decreases from the top
story down and for the 24th level from the top it is negligible.
Another effect of axial shortening is to reduce the ultimate
load of the frame. In this particular example, however, this
effect is not significant.
The plastic hinges formed in different parts of the frame
at the design ultimate load are shown in Fig. 5.14. Again more
plastic hinges have developed in beams and relatively few in
columns because of the weak beam design. The formation of plas-
tic hinges has reduced the stiffness of the frame considerably.
This in turn 'has made the frame unstable and caused the failure.
There is no complete mechanism. The plastic hinge rotations of
the first few plastic hinges are listed in Table 5,6. The
values given are the absolute values of rotations in radians at
the design ultimate load. The maximum values of plastic hinge
rotation is 0002179 radians.
The.next few figures give.the bending moments in the
members and axial loads in the columns around the levels given
on the figure, when the load has reached the design ultimate
load. The bending moment diagram for the columns is non-linear
because of the presence of secondary moments caused by axial load
and lateral deflection. In the diagram however, the ordinates
of two end moments are joined by a straight line .. All the columns
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for Which the bending moment diagrams are presented are bent in
double curvature, so the magnitude of the secondary moments will
be negligibly small. The vertical deflections of joints due to
axial shortening of columns are given at the top of the figures
for the various story levels.
5.1.5 Frame C -- Gravity Loads Only
In designing Frame C for gravity loads only, a load fac-
tor of 1.7 was used. The frame was also analyzed for gravity
loads only with the aid of the computer program. Figure 5.18
shows the relationship between the gravity load on floor Be and
the joint rotation at Level 10 (joint B). This joint rotation
is counterclockwise. Here the absolute values are plotted. The
solid line represents the analysis with the member sizes listed
in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. The frame failed at considerably lower
gravity load than the design ultimate load. It was found that
the design used the clear span lengths between the faces of
columns for the beams. In the analysis the center-to-center
span lengths were used. For the short middle span BC, this re-
sulted in a significant difference. The beams BC for the top
few stories were designed to form beam mechanisms under-the
action of the gravity loads acting separately. The increase
in the span length reduced the mechanism load for these beams
and they formed plastic mechanism-at a load less than the gravity
load used for design.
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The beam members for span Be from Level 2 to Level 5
were replaced by larger sections. The new section was chosen
to form plastic mechanism at the design gravity load acting on
center-to-center span. The section l2B19 was found to satisfy
,this requirement and was used for beams BC from Level 2 to
LevelS. The frame carried more load. This part is shown in
the plot by 'the dash line. The analysis was discontinued at
this stage.
5.2 FRAMES WITH CONCENTRATED LOADS
The computer program was modified to replace the uni-
formly distributed loads on the beams by concentrated loads.
With the aid of this program, two frames were analyzed, and the
results are presented in the following discussion.
5.2.1 WoodTs Frame
This frame was first analyzed by Wood(2.lB) in his dis-
cussion on the stability of steel frames after the formation of
plastic hinges. In Fig. 5.19 the geometry and member sizes.of
the frame. are given. The concentrated loads shown were those
used by Wood and are in tons. He used the load factor A in
presenting the load-deflection relationship. The dashed-curve
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gives the relationship obtained by Wood. The load factor at
failure was found to be 1.90. In his analysis, Wood had included
the reduction in stiffness due to spread of yield zones in the
members. The· same loads in kips were used in the present analy-
sis by the computer program. The load factor for kip units is
shown as CF in the Fig. 5.19. The conversion from CF to A and
vice versa can be obtained by the equation
CF = 2' 240 A
The ultimate load factor obtained is between CF equal to
4.26 and 4.27. Equivalent values. in A are 1.902 and 1.906.
Considering the limitations of the ~alculations, the agreement
is very good.
Figure 5.20 shows the bending moment diagram at CF=4.26.
Bending moments are plotted on the tension side and numerical
values given are in kip-in. The plastic hinges formed at the
failure load (CF = 4.26) are also shown on the figure. In this
case it requires very few plastic hinges (relative to the total
redundancy of the frame) to cause failure by instability. Fail-
ure does not precede large increases in deflections as it does
for Frames Band C described above.
5.2.2 Heyman's Frame
Heyman designed this frame as an illustration for his
deslegn method.(2.24) S b tl h lIt d th d £1 t"u sequen y e ca cu a e e e ec lon
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f th f t th f · f h 1 1 t" h· (2.10)o . e rame a e ormatlon 0 t east p as lC lnge.
he used simple plastic theory and a virtual work method for this
purpose. The inset in Fig. 5.21 shows the geometry of the frame,
the working loads in kips and the member sizes selected by Hevman
for his design example and subsequently used by him for calcula-
ting the deflection. He obtained a load factor (CF) equal to
2.23 and a total deflection at the top equal to 11.2 inches at
the formation of the failure mechanism.
Load-deflection curves obtained by using this program are
given in Fig. 5.21. The load, shown as load factor (CF),.and the
total lateral deflection (in inch) at the top of the frame are
plotted. The frame failed at a load factor between 2.06 and
2.07 compared with 2.23 obtained by simple plastic theory. The
lateral"deflection at failure is also significantly less.
Figure 5.22 shows the bending moment diagram at CF ; 2.06.
The bending moments are in kip-in. and plotted on the tension side
of the members. Full circles are the plastic hinges formed be-
fore the failure as indicated by 'this analysis. In addition to
these plastic hinges, Heyman used the plastic hinges shown by the
open circles for complete mechanism.
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6. DESIGN OF MULTI-STORY FRAMES
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In Chapter 2, the available design methods using plastic
theory were given. The assumptions involved in these methods
range from simple plastic theory to elastic-plastic second-order
behavior. Simple plastic theory makes it easier to isolate a
member to calculate its strength and requirements and to choose
the section to meet these r~quirements. The methods utilizing
elastic-plastic second-order behavior, such as the sway sub-
assemblage method attempt to isolate a part of the frame, and
to design that part irrespective of the behavior of the other
parts of the frame, or to check the behavior of that part in a
similar way. This chapter gives a brief discussion on a few of
these methods.
Heyman proposed a plastic design method for tall build-
ings. ,He used a simple plastic theory concept to obtain the
bending moment distribution in the members. The beam sections
were chosen to form plastic hinges according to a pattern of
beam mechanisms or combined mechanisms. The columns were chosen
in such a way that they were just at the elastic limit at failure.
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This type of selection of members forced the design to be a weak-
beam, strong-column design. This may not be the most economical
design in all cases.
Apart from this disadvantage in economics of design, the
assumptions used in simple plastic theory are not justified for
tall slender frames. The assumption that the deflections are
small and equilibrium can be formulated on the undeformed struc.
ture makes the design unsafe. As it was shown in Section 5.2.2,
the p-~ effect and resulting instability causes failure of the
frame at a load much less than the simple plastic theory load
used for design.
6.2 HOLMES' AND GANDHI'S METHOD(2.25)
This method also uses the simple plastic theory to ob-
tain the bending moment distribution and location of plastic
hinges. Besides, to guard against column instability and to
include the p-~ effect, the method uses the column stability
functions in designing. The design is subseque~tly checked for
in~tability and the stiffness of the members increased if re-
quired. The columns are selected in such a way that plastic
hinges do not develop in the columns before the failure of the
frame. This again makes the design a weak-beam, strong-column
design and hence not the most economical design in all cases.
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6.3 FRAME,B AND 'FRAME C
These two frames were analyzed for a combined loading
condition in Chapter 5. Both the 'frames were designed for a
load factor equal to 1.3 for combined loading conditions and
1.7 for gravity loads acting alone. The design of top few
stories was governed by gravity loads. The design of that
part of the frame was not revised for the combined loading
condition. The second order effects were included in the de-
sign.
Referring to the analysis of these frames in the pre-
vious chapter, it is found that the top stories fail under the
combined loading conditions when the intensity of loading
reached the design ultimate load. On the other hand, there
are none or very few plastic hinges in the bottom stories
whose design was governed by the combined loading condition.
This is contrary to the conditions found in designing. The
design of both the frames is found to be very satisfactory for
combined loading conditions. Yet because of the contrast ob-
served in design and analysis, this is more like an accident
than a logical conclusion.
6.4 ,SWAY SUBASSEMBLAGE METHOD(2.27)
This method provides a check for the given story in the
frame for which the preliminary design is made and members are
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selected. It gives the load-deflection relationship for that
story isolated from other parts of the frame. The relationship
is obtained by summing the response of the subassemblages formed
by each column with the adjoining beams in the given story. The
response of the individual subassemblage is obtained by a secono-
order, elastic-plastic analysis. The response of Level 20 in
Frame C is obtained by this method and presented in Ref.2.2~.
The main assumptions involved are:
(1) Sequence of Loading -- The gravity loads are applied
first. The lateral loads are increased from zero to
the failure load. The lateral deflection under the
gravity loads is assumed to be zero. This is not al-
ways true for unsymmetrical frames.
(2) Axial Loads in Columns -- The axial loads in the columns
are computed from the tributary areas. The change in
these axial loads when lateral loads are applied is
calculated by an approximate method. When comparing
the results for Level 20, (Fig. 5.17~ it was found that
the change is overestimated.
( 3) Point of Inflection in Columns -- It is assumed that the
~~~~r~'"':;...r;I;'~-ir!-~~.:.:....,.. '~.':I,;,;,./''':;~::.:~~.~ ~.~-::::"'..:..... _:':':'~,)_"-~: •. '-':_.: ......... ,.~.Y·::_: ..... r·~·'':''·:''' ..... ,.'''·~'~:,·~~ .r._;:~,."""'~::':':'''':'''':':;;:':''''''''~~.:.~::':'''-";'''''-::-=-:':-<...: ... '-':':''''''-'':'''::''''~:'::':,:""", ....",,~~.'.""":":":.v-:"- ... ~-:'::.~1';".
point of inflection in each column lies at the center
of the column. From Fig. 5.17, the point of contraflex-
ure lies at a distance between 0.441 to 0.485 of the
column height from the top of the column. The average
distance is 0.461 times the height of the column. The
total lateral force in a story will increase from top
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to bottom, and therefore the point of contraflexure
will generally be above the middle of the column.
Hence the subassemblage used is less stiff than its
counterpart in actual behavior. The results may
underestimate the ultimate load.
Moreover this assumption is not justified near the
fixed end part of the frame and near the top of the
frame. In these regions, the columns may be bent in
single curvature and may not have any point of contra-
flexure, or if they are bent in double curvature the
point of contraflexure;. may be near th~ ~l~Q~J~l·;.=,",-gl),~d=,"_,Q__f
the column. Hence the use of this method is limited
to the middle stories only.
On the whole it gives good results for the behavior of
the frame though somewhat conservative in estimating
the ultimate load, but it leaves the designer helpless
in estimating the ultimate load for certain areas men-
tioned above.
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This dissertation presents a method of second-order
elastic-plastic analysis of unbraced multi-story frames. " A
computer program developed to analyze multi-story frames by
this method is also included in the presentation. Available
~
second-order elastic-plastic design methods are·also reviewed.
The presentation starts with reviewing the assumptions
upon which various analyses and design methods are based. The
analyses and design methods used so far are discussed. The
load-deflection relationships obtained by using these methods
are presented. A comparison with the results from the method
developed in this dissertation is given.
The moment-curvature relationship for beams and moment-
curvature-thrust relationship for columns are presented. The
reduction in stiffness due to residual stresses is included by
using an effective moment of inertia. The slope-deflection
equations for beams and columns are derived for various states
of plastic hinge formation. These equations include the modi-
fied stiffness coefficients for columns because of the presence
of axial loads. Slope-deflection equations are derived for the
unloading of the column end moments after the formation of a
plastic hinge inside the column due to the beam-column effect.
Comparison with the results obtained by other methods is made.
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An, iterative method of analyzing mUlti-story frames is
presented. This method uses the slope-deflection equations men-
tioned above. The end moments on the members expressed in terms
of joint rotations and sway translations are substituted in the
equilibrium equations for joint moment and story shear. The re-
sUlting linear simultaneous equations are solved by Gauss-Seidel
iteration method. The analysis includes the second order effects
due to ,vertical deflection of joints (effect of axial shortening
of columns due to axial forces) and horizontal translation of
joints (p- 8 effect). The effect of shear is neglected. The
axial shortening of columns due to bending is also neglected.
The steps used in developing a computer program are
described. The printout of the program is given. This pro-
gram is successfully used in solving frames up to twenty-four
stories high and three bays wide. This program is modified to
consider concentrated loads instead of uniformly distributed
loads on the beams.
The results of the analysis of several frames performed
by using these programs are presented. These frames are loaded
either by uniformly distributed loads or by concentrated loads
on the beams. A brief discussion on the available design methods
is giveno
The method of second-order elastic-plastic analysis is
presented in this discussion and is found to be the best method
for predicting the true behavior of multi-story frames acted
upon by gravity loads and lateral loads 0 The computer program
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is very efficient in handling large size frames. Compared to
other methods of computer analysis, this computer program uses
very few memory locations for the same size frames. A frame up
to thirty-stories high and five-bays wide c~n be analyzed using
an IBM 7070 computer, without any auxiliary devices to increase
memory locations.
The effect of residual stresses in reducing the stiff-
ness of the columns is found to be significant when the columns
are subjected to heavy axial loads. Similarly the unloading of
the end moments in a column after the formation of a plastic
hinge inside the column makes significant difference in the
behavior of columns. The vertical deflections of joints due
to column shortening have significant effect on the deflections
of the frame. The increase in deflections may reduce the ulti-
mate load of the frame. This reduction is not significant in
the particular case considered in this analysis. Multi-story
frames in general fail by instability when combined gravity
and wind loads.are acting. The failure load based on the com-
plete mechanism may yield unsafe results for the designo
The method and programs can be used to check the validity
of designs and design procedures. The future extension of the
method and programs may include modifications for the reversal
of plastic hinge rotation and the cyclic loading case .. A simi-
lar method can be developed for frames in three dimensions.
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8. NOMENCLATURE
A
Ab
Ap
B
max
BL
BU
C
C
c
ex
cy
E
F
Fb
Fh
F
v
H
HA
HB
HL
HU
I
Area of a cross section
Cross-sectional area of a brace
Area of a panel
Maximum bending moment in a member
End moment at the end L of a column
End moment at the end U of a beam
Stiffness coefficient for a column
A constant from racking test
Stiffness coefficient for the span x of a column
Stiffness coefficient for the span y of a column
Modulus of elasti6ity~
Horizontal force in a racking test
Force in a brace
Horizontal component of Fb
Vertical component of Fb
Horizontal force
Axial force in a beam at the end A
Axial force in a beam at the end B
Lateral reaction in a COlUl1U1 at the end L
Lateral reaction in a column at the end U
Moment of inertia
Effective moment of inertia
Span of a member
Moment
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MA Moment at the end A of a member AB
MAWx Moment about the end A due to gravity loads on x part
MB Moment at the end B of a member'AB
M Moment about the end B due to gravity loads on y partBWy
MeA Moment at C in AC part of a member
'1'1CB Moment at C in Be part of the member
MpAB Fixed end moment at A due to gravity loads in a member AB
MFAC Fixed end moment at -A due to gravity loads in a member AC
MpBA Fixed end moment at B due to gravity loads in a member BA
MpBC Fixed end moment at B due to gravity loads in a member Be
MpCA Fixed end moment at C due to gravity loads in a member CA
MpCB Fixed end moment at C due to gravity loads in a member CB
ML Moment at the end L of a colunm
M Maximum moment
max
M Plastic momentp
M Reduced plastic momentpc
M Moment at the end U of a colurrm
u
P Axial force in a column
:rL Axial force in a column at the end L
Pu -Axial force in a column at the end U
Py Axial yield load in a column
~A Reaction at the end A
RB Reaction at the end B
RCA Reaction at the end C ,.in a. ,member .AC
RCB Reaction at the end C in a member CB
RL Reaction at the end L
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S
x
Sy
f
xy
f yx
h
k
W
W t
w'
ill
W'T
ill
wp
Wpc
wy
x
x
y
y
-89
Reaction at the end U
Stiffness coefficient for a column
Stiffness coeffi,cient for x part of a column
Stiffness coefficient for y part of a column
A function of x and y
A function of x and y
Height of a column
A function of axial load, moment of inertia and modulus
of elasticity in a column
Gravity loads
Elastic buckling load
Maximum load according to second-order elastic theory
True ultimate load
Ultimate load according to second-order elastic-plastic
theory including spread of yielding
Ultimate load according to second-order elastic-plastic
theory
Ultimate load according to simple plastic theory
Ultimate load according to modified simple plastic theory
The load at the elastic limit
Coordinate axis
Distance from one end of a member to a plastic hinge in
the interior
Coordinate axis
Distance from one end of a member to a plastic hinge in
the interior - complement of x
Relative deflection
Small rectangular area
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~ U
Q
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Relative deflection of the point C
Relative deflection of the end U
End rotation of a member
Rotation of the end: A
Rotation of the end B
Rotation of the end L
Rotation of the end U
. Summation
Curvature
Curvature at Mp
Curvature at Mpc
.Angle between a brace and a beam. Proportionality con-
stant for loads
o Absolute deflection. Axial shortening of a column
Absolute ,deflection of the end A
Absolute deflection of the end B
Absolute deflection of the end C
Strain
Constant strain over a cross. section
€ rt
€
st
Residual strain
Strain-hardenin~ strain
e: T Total Strain
¢ Strain due to curvature
cr Stress
cr Maximum compressive residual stress
rc
cr Yield stressy
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9 ~ APPENDIX
PRINTOUT OF FORTRAN PROGRAM
FOR UNBRACED MULTI~STORY FRAMES
273.44
C F'ORTFAN' PRnGPAM ~on UNRRACED FRAMF
COMMdN AI,RZ,CllrZ,AR.S.CA,SA,C8ISRI~U,SU,CL,SL~ET~ER,SM,SH,BA,8B,
18 U I BL,E: D, piZ I k. [; , KC, P, M»N, MS, N8 , NC, 1\1 T, H-, H8 .. E, FY, FR..., HC I RAT , CC• CS" ! M, W
2T,h,~L,FL,Cf ' ' ,
COMMCN KIYJBP,S~S,FRC»8MAX,KAIK(,8S,RWD,HWL~NTA,NTB,KP,RWTJRW
DrME- /\ SION RI r30" ~. JIB Z [ 3 (J , 5 1, CJ [ 3 0 I 6 J .. C7 [ 30 , 6 ) ,- ARr3 nI ,,] , S [ 5 ]
DIME~S10N CA[30,~],SA[30'5],C8(30'5J,S8[30,5],CU[3n,61,SU[30,6J
DIM~~SION CL(JO,6],SL[30,6l,ET[31,6],ER[JOl,SM[31,6l,SH(JOJ
nr ~1Et\ SION RA [ 3 (} , ry ] , BR r3 0 ,,6 J , RU [ 3 0 , (, ] , 8 L [ 3 0 , 6 1, E0 l 6 1 , PZ [ 6 1
DIM~t\SION K~[30/5],KC[30,6],P[30,6J,FL[5]
uIM~~SlU~ PP(30~6]
f\JT tu:: 1
NTH=?
IM:1
CAL L BEG t N ,'-
REA.D INPUT T.APE NTA,3,HWW,RWC
WRIT5 OUTPIJT TAPF- NT8,4,RWW,RWC'
107 READ INPUT TAPE NTA,1A,cr,KI'
IF rrFl 56,1n8,10A
1.0B I~RIT[.. aUTPtlT TAPF NTB,19,Kl,CF
I~T=CF.R WT
w'=CF"* RW
\~W=CF*R~~ ~!
l~C =CF.R we
no 123 KA=1,K'I
iN R1TF aur-p UT TA,F F. NTB .. 2 0 , KA
KP=KA .. K!+2
DO 17 N=1,NC
17 F-T[IY1T,N]=O.U
C A:X ! AI,. L 0 ,A DS f N C(') L UMt\.l S
Ir (KA~2] 401,402,402
402 00 4~3 M=l,MS
no 403 N=1,Nr:
403 ;PP[M .. N)=P[M,~IJ
401 no 2j. N=1 .. NC
21' PZ[Nl=O.O
na ,2 4 M=j, , t~ S
no 1.001 t\1=1 .. ~'8
CALL F"RH
PZ(NJ=PZ£NJ+FR*SrNl/2.0
1001 PZCN+tJ=PZ(N+1l+PR*S[f\JJ/?O
p [ j~ .. 1 J =PZ [ 11 '" [ 8 A [ M, 1 ) +A8 t M, 1 1 ] / S [ 1 ] + C
PZl:J.J=P(M,1J+WW
P[M,~C)=PZ(NC]+[8A(M,NB)+R8[M,N8]]/S[N8J+WC
PZlNCJ=P{M,NC]+~W·
IF [~B-1) ~2 .. 221113
113 no 23 N=2,N8
p [ 1"'1, t\ J=PZ [ N ) ... [ B A, rM;N ] +BB [ M, N) J / S [ NJ.. [ 8 A [ M, N.. 1 ] +8 8 [ M, N-1 J J / S [ N-1 ) +W
1C .
23 PZ(NJ=P[M,NJ
92
0010
0630
0640
0650
0660 '
0710
0730
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22 IF [Kp] 24,24,201
201 WHIT~ OUTPUT TAPE NTH,30,M,[P[M,N],N=1,NCl
24 COI'J T1NUt:
I F" [k A- 2 1 4 U4 , 4 ~ 5 , 4 05
405 00 406 M=l,MS
DO 4n7 N=1,NC
407 P[MI~]=rF[M,NJ+PP[M,Nl]/2~O
406 WRIT~ OuTPUT TAPE NT8,30,M,[P[M.N],N~1,NCl
CHEC~S HINGES A~~ COMPUTES SLOPE nE~LECTION COEFFIECIENTS
404 DO 32 M;l,MS
no 33 N=1,NC
~3 SMlM,N]::o.o
32 SH[Ml=O.O
DO 26 M=1,MS
C AXIAL SHORTENINg OF COLUMNS
CAll AXSH
IF [Kp] 202,202.203
2 03 l~RrTF OUT PUT TAFr:; NTB, 11 ~
WRITE OUTPUT TAFF NT8,30.HI[ED(NJ,N~1,NCJ
C CH~CKS REAMS FOR HINGE LOCATIONS
l4RITE OUTPuT TAPF NT8,53 -~
202 CALL. BEAtJS
IF rfMJ 56,5~,12~
c CH~CKS HINGE LOCATIONS IN COLUMNS
122 IF [Kp] 204,204120~
205 ~/RITF OUTPUT TAPE NTB,66
204 CAll ealS
IF [1M] 56,56,26
26 -,~C 0 t\l T rNUE
C ROTATIONS ANn DEFL~CTI0N~ O~ JOINTS
CALL RODE
C END ~OMENTS FRO~ ROTATIONS AND TRANSLATIONS
CALL. ENMTS
IF [1M] 56,5f,12~
123 CO~TINUE
~o Tr 107
3 FOR ~J AT [r 8 F' 1 n•5 J 1
4 FORMAT (11~ WW AND WC2FtO.5l
18 rOHMf,T [Fin. 5,151
19 rORMjT [4HOKJ=I2;4H ~F=F10.5'
20 ~OkM~T [3H KAI31110X,1?HAXIAL LOAnS]
30 ~ORM~T [J3,7r3x'~13.4]]
53 FORMAT [38HO M,~;K8,8A,BMAX,88,X8 AND CA.SA,CB,SB]
66 FOhMiJ.T [3UHO M,(\,KC,8L,8L AND Cu,SU,CL,SLl
118 FQkMAT l18HUAXIAL SHORTENING]
56 CALL f:XIT
~ND
93
U790
U8UO
0810
0820
0830
0840
0850
0950
1830
2320
'2640
3260
3620
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c
c
sU8 Rr lJ T I ~,: E BF- GI 1\ ,
CQ~MCN 8I,RZ,CI,r.Z,AR,S,CA,SA,C8,SB,CU,SU,CL,SL,ET,ER,SM,SH,BA,SB,
lBU,BL,~D,PZ,K~,KC,P,M,N,~S,~8,NC,MT,H,HB,E,FY,FR,HC/RAT,CC,CS,lM,W
2T,w,kL,F'L,GF
CO~MCN K,Y,~PIS~S,FRC,BMAX,KA,KI,8S,R~D,RWL,NTA,NTB,KP,RWT~RW
OlM~~SION 81(~O/~]J8Z[30,5],CI(~O,6],CZ(3U,6],AR[30,6],S[5J
DIME~SION CA(30'9],SA[30,~],C8r30,~],S8[30,~],CU[3n,6]/SU[30'6J
DIMt~SIO~ CL[30,61,SL[30,6),ET[31,61,ER(J01,SM[31,61,SH[30J
n I tw1E ~ SIn N ~ A r301 t;; J J 8 A [ 30 , 5 ] , RU [30 I 6 J I 8 L [30,6] , ED r6 1 , PZ[ 6]
UIME~SlUN K~[~O,?J,KG[30,6J,Pt3U,6],FL(')
OATA AND THEIR FRINTIN~
REA DIN PUT TAP F. (\I T A, 1 , MS. NB
WRrTEO UTPUT TAP F NTB, 2 , ~ s , I~ 8
NC=Nr-+l
f.1T=MS+1
REA D TNPL T T A, PE 1'1.TA, 3 , H, HR, [S [ N ). I N=1 , NR ]
~EAO tf\PUT TAPF NTAI3~F,F'y,FRC
l,oJRITt. OUTPlIT TAFF. NTBJ~,'~,H8.[S[N],N=1INB]
WRITr- OUTPUT TAP~ NTB,6,F-,FY;FRC
READ INPUT TAPF: f\JTA,3,[r~I[~1,NlI87rM .. N],N=1IN8),M=1,MSJ
READ INPUT TAPE NTA,7,[[rtrM,N],CZrM,N),AR(M,N]jN=t. NC],M=1,MSJ
DO d M=l,MS
'.~R!Tc OUTPUT TAPE 'NTtj,9,M
WRITE OUTPIJT TAFr:: NTB,tO.[81(M,f'1l,N=1,Nf3J
lt4RITF OUTPUT TAPr,: NTB,10, [BZ[M,f\] ,N=t.NBl
\~RITF OUTPuT TAP~ NTB.l1 .. reI rM .. ~j ,N=1,NCl
I,.JRITF OUTPUT TAPE I\IT8,t1. rClfM,f\·] .N=1.,NCl
8 hlRITF OUTPlIT TAF~ NTB,t1,[AR(M,t\l,N=1,NCl
INITIAL VALUEs CP MOMENTS AND DISPLACEMENTS
DO 14 M=l,MS
no 1.5 N=1,NB
RA[M .. Nl:n.O
8- 8 [ ,..., • N ] =(l • n
15 KBlM,N]=j
DO 16 N=l,NG
8UlM,NJ=O.O
8L[M,NJ=O.O
,KC[M,NJ=1
16 ET [ M, N.J =0' , 0
14 ~R(Ml=O.O
REA DIN puT T·A PE I\J TA .. 3 , RL, [- r L. [ N ] , N=1 , N8 J
t·; R J T~ OUT pur TAP r: NTB, t' 2 , RL I rFL [ 1\1 ] , N=1, N8 ]
READ INPUT TAPE NT4,3,RWT,RW
l~RI T~ OUT PUT TAP F NTR, 3,1 I RWT I RW
1 FORMhT (2IC5]
2 FORMAT (10~ MS,N~ ~RE215'
3 FoRMAT [[H~ln .5)'
5 FORMAT [AHn ~T HT F10.5,to H 8T ST HT F10,5/7H SPANS8[2~,F~O.5JJ
6 FtJKMAT [4H E=Fl0.4,5H F:Y=F8.4,5H FRC=Fl0.7]
7 Fa f~MAT [[ 6 F·l n• r;] 1
U270
0300
0310
(IJBO
0500
0510
0520
0530
0540
0560
0570
0580
0590
0600
0610
0620
3230
~31U
273.44
9 FORMAT CI3,17H ~;8r,BZ,CJ,CZ~ARJ
10 pnRMAT r10X,8[F10.5,2~]1
11 paRMAT [4X,9fF10.5,2X]1
22 POR~AT {6HORL,rLr4~10.5)l
31 P' 0RMAT [ 7H R~J T" R!,~ 2F1 0 • 15 ]
RETLJ~N
END
95
273.44
~Ut3 ~1 CUT I t\ E AYSH
COMMON 8J,~Z,CI,Cl,AR,S,~A,S~,G8.SB,CU,SU~CL,SL,ETfERJSMISH~~A,88,
lBU,~L,~U,PZ,~~,~C,P_MIN,~S,N8JNC,MTiH,HB~E,FYIFR/HC,RAT,CC,C5,lM,W
2 T, W I 11 L, f L, Cto .
CONMeN ~,y,dP,S~SIFRC/BMAXIKA,Kl,8S,RWDIHWL,NTA,NT8IKP,HWT,RW
0IME~SlO~ RI[JU,S],eZ[3U.5J,CI[JO,61,czr JO ,6],ARr30,6],S[SJ
D I 1'1 t: 1\ SI a~ CA ( j Ll 1 5 ] I S A [ 3 0 I ~ ] I C8 [ 3 0 , ? ] , SB ( J 0 I 5 ] , cu(3 0 J 6 J , SU [ J a, 6 J
DIMt~SlUN Gl(JUI6],SL[~UI6JIEr[J1/6],ER(~UJ/SM[3116],SH[~OJ
DIMt~S10N 8A(jO,?J,88[30,5JI8U[~O,6],BL[30,6),ED[6],PZ[6J
UIM~~SI0N K~[JO,5J,KG[30,6],P[30,61,FL[51
D0 2 7 t\l =1 , ~JC
r~ r= ~1 s
EOrNJ=p[MI,N'*H8/AR[MI,Nl
29M I ;: ~1 f -1
IF (~I-MJ ?7,2R,?8
28 ~D(NJ=ED[N'+P[MI;N'*H/ARrMI,NJ
no Tr 29
';27 CQJ\iTTNUE
RE T LH~ N
END
96
U860
0870
0880
0890
090·0
0910
0920
0930
273.44
SUbRrUTINE 8FAMS
~OMMCN 8IIRl,CI,~2JAR,s,r.A,SA,C8.SR,CU,SU,CL,SL,ET,ER,SM,SH,BA,8B f
lBU,jjL.ltD,PZ,Kt:J,KC,P,M,N,~S,N8,N'c,MT,H,Ht3,t:,FY~FR,HCIRAT,CC,CS,iM,w
~T,w,~l..,FL,CF
CQMMCN K,Y,8P,S~S,FRC,BMAX,KA~Kl,8S,RWD,~WL,NTAINT8,KP,RWT,.RW
DIME~SION BIC30,5JJBZ[30,5J,Cl[30,6],CZ(30,6],AR[30,6],S[51
DIMeNSION CA[30,~],SA[30,5],C8[3n'5],SB[30,5],CUt3n,6J,SU[30,6J
OIM~~SION CL[3Q,6J,SL[30,6],ET[31,6],ER[301,SM[31,p],SH[30 J
nIME~sION BA[30,~],B8[30J~],RU[30J~],8L[30,6],EDf6J,PZ[6]
OIME~SION K8r30,~],KC[30,6],P[30,61,FL[5]
DO 203 N=1 .. N8
CALL rRH
KB[M,N}=1
BP=F'V*BZ [M, f\J]
SNS;: S' [ ~ ] ... *2
FEn =~ 6 • n*8 ! [~i, N) I SNS. ( E0 [ I~ +1 1• ED[ N] ]
IF [J-<A-1l 20j ,2()1,50
50 SBA8=-[BA[M,N]+B8[M,NJl
XS=SCNJ!2.0+SBA8/FH/S[Nl
IF" [XA] 1,1,?
1 xe=o.n
8 t~ AX=BA ( M, NJ
GO Tr 36
2 tF ('XB-S[NJ] J,4 .. 4
4 xa=srN]
RMAX=RB(~,NJ
GO Tt 36
3 V:S[f\]-XA
RMAX=rR*Y*XB/2.0+8A(M,N]+SBA8*XB/S[Nl
t~ tABSr[BMAY]~8p] 34,35,35
34 K=KBrM,NJ
GO TC r36,37,381~7,39J~7J3Q,37lIK
35 8MAX~RP*BMAX/ARSF[AMAX]*1.0001
K=K.BrM,NJ
GO rf [40,37,41,4t .42,42.43,37] ,K
40 K8[M,N].2
·8A(M,N]=RMAX~FR·XB**2/2.0
RBrM,N)=~8MAX+FR.y*.2/2.n
GO TC 36
41 K:B(M,N]::4
88[M,N]=-8MA~~FH*Y**2f?n
GO Tr 38
42 K8[M,Nl=A
8A(M,N]=RMAX~FR.X8*·2/2.0
GO lC ~6
43 K8~MJNJ=B
GO Tr 44
3 6 T. F [J\ BSF ( tj A [ MIN J ] - lj P] 4 5 , 4 6 I 46
45 K=K8rM,NJ
no rc [3A,38J37,~7,39,39J~7,~7].K
97
099U
1000
1010
1020
1060
1069
1070
10'SO
1089
1090
1100
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170
119U
1200
1210
1220
1229
1230
46
47
48
49
38
51
52
44
37
39
202
C
2U1
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BA[M,NJ=8P*~A[M,Nl/A8SF[8A[M,NJ]*1.0001
K=KB[M,N]
~O TO [47'47~37'~7,48,49,39J37],K
KSlM,Nl=K8(M,Nl+2
'GO TO 50
KB[M,Nl=7
£,;0 TO 39
K8[M,Nl=8
GO TC 44
IF (A8Srr BB[M,NJl-HPJ 39,~1,51
88[M,N]~8P.BP[M,N]/ABSF[~B[M,NJJ.l.0001
K=KB(M,N)
GO TC [52,52,52,49,37,37,37,37l,K
KB[M,Nl=K8[M J N]+4
(;0' TC 50
WRITE OUTPUT TAFE NT8,54,M,N,KB[M,Nl,8A[M,Nl,BMAX,88{M,NJ,X8
WR 1TE OUTPUT TAFE: NT8',55
GO Tr 56
WRI TE:O UTPUT TAFEN TB, 5.. , M, N, KB t M, N J "lj A[ M, NJ , BMAX, BB [ M.. N ] , X8
WRITF OUTPUT TA~F NTB,57'
GO TC 56
IF [KPJ 201,201,?02
4 R1 TF! 0 lJ TPUT TAFF NT B ,154 J M, I~ , KB [ M, N ] , 8 A [ M, N ] , BMAX J RB [ M, N1, XB
SUMS MOMENTS AT JOINTS AND COMPUTES CQEFFIECtENTS FOR BEAMS
CAlM,NJ=O.O
SA[M .. Nl=O.O
CBlM.Nl=Ol!O
S8(M,NJ=O.O
K=KH£M,N]
GO TC [58.5 9 ,6Q.64,62,64,64,44l,K
58' BA(M,NJ=~FR.SNS/12.0+FED
R8[M,N]=FR*SNS/12.0+FEO
S~[M,N)=SM[M,N}+qA[M,NJ
SM[M,N+1]=SMrM,~+1J+88(M,N]
CAlM,Nl=4.0*Bl[M,Nl/S[NJ
gA[M,N]=CA[M~N)/~.O
CB[M,NJ=CA[M,N)
~B[M .. N)=SA[M,N]
'GO TO 31
59 8A[M,N)=FA8CtX8,Y,~R,-8P,S[NJ.BI[M,N],ED[N],ED[N+1])
B8[M,N)=~FA~C[YIX8.FR,BP,S[Nl,BItM,N],EOtN+1],EOfN]J
SMlM,Nl=SM[M~N]·8A[M/N] ,
SM[M,N+l1=SMfM,N.1J+A8[MANl
·CA[M,NJ=3.0.BI[M;Nl*OM~OC[X8.Y]/X8
CB[M,NJ=3.0·BI[M;NJ.FXYCrX8.Y]/Y.~2
GO TO ~1
60 SMlM,Nl=SM[M,NJ.8A[M,NJ
88(M.N]:n.?*BA[~;Nl+FR*SNS/d.O+FED/2~O
SM[M,N+11=SMfM,N.1)+B8[M,Nl
C8[M,N)=3.0*RI[~;Nl/S[N]
98
1240
1249
,1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
lJOO
1.310
1320
1330
1339
1340
1350
1\~6 0
144U
1460
1470
1480
1489
1,20
1':>30
1540
1550
1560
1620
1630
1650
273.44
GO T~ 31
62 ~A[M,~]=O.~*~B[~;N]·FR.SNS/8.0+~En/2.a
SM(M,N]=SM[M,N]+~A[M,N]
~M[M.N+1]=SM[M,~+1J+88[MJNJ
CA( M , N] =3 • 0.. F~ I [- M',- N1/ S [ N]
fi 0 T(~ 31
64 ~~[~,~J:~M[MtN]+RA[M'Nl
SM(M,N+1J=SMtM,~+11+B8(MJNl
31 f-F [KP] 20~,20~1?~4 ,
-G04 WHITF OuTPUT TAP~ ~T8,65,CA[M,N],SArMJNJ,C8[MJNJ,S8[M,N]
2 03 C0 i'J TIN LJ t:
54 FORMAT [315,4L5~.F15.71]
55 POh'MAT [j.5H "IMP COMB OF" K8J
57 ~ORMAT t15H REAM M~CHANrSM]
65 ~O~MAT (4r'X.F15.71]
RF:TtJRN
';6 tM=n
HE'r LJ~N
F-NCi
99
1~60
1730
1740
1750
1~OO
273.44 100
~UBROUTINE cnLS
00 IVl M0 N B J I f3 Z, Cr _cZ', ARIS, ~ AJ ~ A , C8 , S8 .. CU, SU, CI..• SL , ET, ER, SM, SH , Ij A I BB•
. 18U,8LI~D,PZJK8,KC,P,M,N,MS,N8,NCIMT,H,H8,E,FY,FR,HC,RAT,cq,cS,JM,W
2T,w,~L,FL,CF
CQMMCN K,Y,8P,S~S,FRC,BMAX,KA,~I_8S,RWD,HWLINTA,NT8,KP,RWT,RW
DIMENSION Btr30.S],8Z[30J~],Clr30,6],CZ[30J61,ARr3~,6],S[5]
nIME~S10N CAr30,5],SA[30,5],C8[30,5l,SA[30,5]Jcur3016],SU[~O)6]
DIMENSION CL[60,6],SL[30,6],ET[31,6]fERt3~J,SM[31,6),SH[30J
OIME~SIDN BA[30,5)JB~[3015),8U[30,6l,8LtJO,6l,ED[6],PZ[6J
,OIME~SION K~[JOJ5J,KC[30,6J,P(30,6J,PL[5J
no 27 N=1,NC
C REDUCED PL~S'IC MOMENT CAPACITY PhR COLUMNS 1870
poPV:P [M ' ..N] /~"Y IA R [M, N] 1880
It ~POPV·1,O.FRC' 31131.~2
31 RY~1,O
GO rr 33
3~ RY=SQRTr([!.n-pOpY1/FRC]
33 CC=CCS[HC,P[M,N];CI[M,N],E,1;RY)
cs=cc s [ HC,~P [ M .. N] ',IT CI [M, t\l ] , E, 2 ,'R Y1
tF [KA-1J 302130?,~01
301 IF [POPY~O.15] 67,67,68 1890
67 CP=Fv*CZ[M,N, 1~OO
GO rr 69 1910
68 IF [POPY~1.0J 70";7Cl,71 1920
71 WRI TF aUT PUT TAP f; r~ TB, 72 J M, N, ,p ap v
~p=o.o 1940
GO TO 69 1,950
70 .CP=1.18*[1.0~POFY]*FY.CZ[M .. N) 1960
69 K=KC[M,Nl
GO Tn (l,1,74,7S;2,78,31,K
1 PHl=hC*SQRTFrp[~;Nl/E/ClrMJN]/RY]
RAT=A8S~[8L[M,N],*qU[M,N]/_BSF[AU[M,N]]/BL[M,N]
I F- (A 8 SF [ t:J L l ~1 , NJ J • A8SF [8 U [ M, NJ ] 1 3 4 .. 34 , ;3,
J4 AM=AASPCBUCM,NJ)
8M=ABSF[8L[M.NJJ*RAT
K=-1
GO Tn 36
35 A~=APSF[RL[M,N]]
RM=A8SF[BU[M,NJJ*RAT
K=1
36 I~ [KC[M,N]-~] 3Q,38,78
39 ZK=ATANFr~r8M+AM*COSF[PHI])/AM/SINF[PHIJJ
IF [ZK] 10.1",37
37 RMAX=SQRTF[AM*.2+~M**2~2.n*AM.·2*COSF[PHl]]/SINF[PHI]
X=ZK/SQRTF[PtM~~)/~/CI[~,NJ/RY]
iF [Kl 51,51,52
51 XC=HC .. X
GO TO 53
52 xc=x
~3 I~ (A8SF[8MA~]·CP] 10J38,3~
10
74
73
76
2
5
3
4
75
202
C
302
201
273.44
38 IP (~<] 4n,41,41
40 q MAX=... Cp *8U( ~1 IN] I A:3 SF rBUr t't1 J ;~] ] *1 , a0 a1
(] 0 Ie 42
41 RM AX=CP*bL[M,NJ/ABSF[BL[M,N)]*1.0001
4 2 K, C ( 1'-1 , N ] =?
V:HG""XC
(,0 Tr 75
IF [AASF(BL[rJ.,I\I] l-djP] 7~~,74/74
q l [ M , N ] =CP*BL (M I r,1 1 I ARSr rRL [ f1 , N] ] .. 1 • 0001
KC t M, N ) ,::3
!F[A8SF(RU[MJN]J~CP] 75,76,76
f'1 U ( M, N ] =CP '* BII [ MI f\' ] I A8 SF [ ~ U [ t~ ,N] ] • 1 • 0 001
KC[M,N]=KC[M,Nl·4
(,0 T(~ 7 ~5'
I F- [A 8 SF ( BL ( t-'1 , N] J .. CP] 4 J 15 , 5
~ Cr ~1 , N1=7
qL (M,N l=CP*BC. [M,N llAASF" [~L [M.N] J *1. ooof
8UlM~NJ=C~*tiU[M,N]/A8SF[8U[M,N]]*1.0001
IF (KP] 20t,201,202
wR1Tt: 0 UTpur TA~ E NTa., 8 2 I M,N 1 KC[ MI ~ ] I t:j U ( M, N J , 1:1 L tM,N 1
(10 Tr 201
SUN rF T~E MOM~~TS ANn cn~STANTS
~ClI1,NJ=1
GL[M,Nl=o·Q
SL[M,N]=O,O
('~utM,N]=n.o
SU[M,N]=O,O
RAT=CS/CC
- K=KcrM,Nl
(j 0 Tr [ 9 j I 4 ~ • / 9 , 7 8 I ti 0 • 7 8 I 81 l , K
43 0 Px=j:. c [ Xc, p [ ~J, , N1; E, CI rM , ~ J I ~~ Y , He, - 1]
npY=8c[y,P[M,N)J~,~I[M,Nl,RYJHCI-1]
·qMX=~C[XC,P[M,NJ;E,Cl(M,N"RY,HC.1'
OMY=~C[y,P(M,N],~,Cl(M,N],RYJHC,l]
DL=O~X-XC*Y/HC*·2/uMY
nu=o~Y~XC*Y/~C*·?/nMX
r-1LF=I'~MAX'" (OPY"'XC*OPY/HC/al~Y] IDL
RUF=~RMAX·(OPY-Y*OPX/HC/~MXJ/DU
SH{Ml=SH[M]+PLF+qU~
SM [ 1'1 , N ] =SM( M, N] ... J~ UF
SM[ M... 1. , N ] =~~M 1M+ 1 ~. N1+ 8L F
r.U {M,N] : .. p r~l,N] .Y/lJU/F
SU(M.N)=~P[MIN]i~C/OMX/DL/E
CL[M,N]=-P[M,N]*XCJDL/E
SL [ M" N ] ;: - P [ M, N] ,. v/ I] MY In I~ IE
r~L(M,N]=RLF
RU(M,N]=PUF
(10 rf 26
78 GO Tr 56
9,1 CU ( MIN ] =CC
101
1980
1990
2'000
2010
2020
2040
2060
2070
2080
2090
2099
2130
273.44
CL[M,N]=CC
SU[M,N]:;CS
SL[M.NJ=CS
RU[M,N]=O,O
8L(~I.NJ=O,O
GO rr 26
79 SH[M]=S~[M]+{1.U+RAT].8L[M,NJ
QM(M,N]=SM[M,N]+RAT*8LrMJNl
SM[M+1',Nl:SMtM+l;N]+BLrM J N]
dUlM.N]~RAT*~L[M,N]
GIj[M,Nl:[CC**2-CQ**2J/CC
GO TC 26
80 SH[M'=SH(Ml+rl.0+R~T]*AU[M,N]
SM[M,N)=SM[M,N]+glJ[M,NJ
qM [M+1, NJ =SM fM+l';N 1+RAT"~U [M.N]
8L[M.N]=RAT.PU[~;Nl
CL[M~N]=[CC*·2~CS.·2]/CC
GO TC 26
81 SH(MJ=SH[M}+8U[~fN]+RLrM.N]­
~M(M.N]=SM[M,N]+qUrM,Nl
SM[M+1JNJ=SMrM+1;NJ+8L[~,N]
26 IF· [Kp) ?7.27120~
2 03 \i R1TF OUT PUT TAr" j:: I'J T8 , 6 5 .• CU[ M, NJ , SU [ M, N J ~ CL(M" N ] • 5L ( M,N J
27 G0 l~ TIN Ut:
65 FORMAT [4(5X.Fl~.7JJ
72 ~ORMAT [9H M,N,FnpY215,F15.1]
A2 ~ORMAT [3I5,2(5X:F15.7Jl
RETut~N
56 t M=0
RETURN
END
2140
2150
2160
23,70
2180
2190
2200
2210
2220
2230
2240
2250
22-60
2270
2280
2290
2300
JS30
102
273.44
. SUBRCUTINE RODE
COMMON RI,Sl,G!,r,Z,AR,S,CA,SA,Ca,SB,CU,SU,CL,SL,ET,ER1SM,SH,B AI8~A
18U,Bl,ED,PZ,K8,KC,P,M,N,MS,N8,NC,MT,H,HS-,E,FY,FR,HC,RAT,CC,C~,IM,W
2l',\~ .. RL .. F"L,CF
CoMMrN KIV,8pIS~SIFRC,BMAX'KA'KI,BS,RWn,RWl,NTAINTB,KP,RWT'RW
OIME~SION 8It30,5],BZ[30~5],CI[30,6],CZ[30,6)'AR[30,6J,St5)
DIME~SION CAf30,~],SA[30,5],CB[30,~J,SB[30~5],CUt30,6],SU[~O,6J
DIMENSION CL[30,6]~SL[3016],ET[31J6],ER[30],SM[31,6],SHt30]
DIN E; 1\ S ION 8 A t 3 a,', ] ,88 { 30, 5 ] , 8U( J 0 , 6 ] , 8Lt ;5 0, 6 J , ED [6 ] , p Z [ QJ
nIME~SION, K8r30,~] .KC[30,6],P[30J6],~L[51' ,
no 86 KRO=1,10 .' .
ET[1,lJ={~SMfl,lJ-SA[1,1'*ET~1J2)~SUrl,1]*ET[2Jl'~fcU[1#11+SU[~,~]
1J*~R[lJ]/[CA[1,1]+CU[1,11J '
ET(1~NCJ=[-SM[1#Nc]~SBr1,N8J*ET[1,N8]-SU[1,NC]*ET[2#NC]+(CU[l,NCl.
lSUll,NCJJ*EH[lJJ/[C8[1,NS]+CU[1,NCJ]
IF [\8-1] 114,114,115
115 DO 84 N=2,N8
84 ETl1,N]=[~SM(1,N)-SB(1IN~lJ.ET[i,N-l)~SA(1,Nl·ETr1',N+1]~SUL1'NJ·~T
lf2,N)+[CU(1,N]+SU[1,Nl)*ER[11]![C8[l,N-1)+CA[l,N]+CU[l,N]]
114 IF [""S""11 116,1.16,117
117 no A~ MQ2JMS -
ET[M,lJ=r-SMfM,1]-SA[M,11*ETrM,2]~SL[M~1,1]*ETrM~i.1'~SUrM'1}*ET[~
1+1,1]+[CL[M~1J+SU[M,l]).ER(M)+[C~[M~1,lJ+S~(M~1,1]]*ER[M-1JJ/[CAlM
2,1}+rL[M-1,lJ+CLrM.l]J
ET[M.NC1=[-SM(M,\IC]~SR[M.NRJ*ET[M,N8]~SL[M·1,NC'*ET[M-1,NC1.SU[M,N
1C j .. t: T ( M'+' 1 , N~ J + [ CU [ t~ ,I NC] + SLJ [ I~ , NC ] 1*ER [ M] +. ( CL [ M"" 1 , NC] +S~ { M~1, NC ] J ... 1= R
2[M-1J)/[C~[M,N8J+CL[M·l,NC]+CUt~.NC]]
IF l~8·1] 8~,ti5112J
120 no 8~ N=21~8 '
~rlMINJ=[-SMrM'~1·SA[M,NJ*ET(M,~+1]-S8[M.N-l1*ETtM,N~1]~SL[M·l~Nj.
lETLM.l'N]"SU[M,~]*~T(M+l,NJ+[CL[M.l~NJ+Sl[~~l,N]'*FR[M-l]+LCUrM,NJ
2+SU[~,NJJ*EHrMJ]/[CA[M,N]+C8[M,~·11+CL[M~1,N]+CU[MJN}1
8.5 C0 I~ T rNLJ E
116 IF [KP] 201,201,202
202 ':JRITF OUTPUT TAF~ I\jT8,77
no 8~ M=1,Mf
88 wRITr~ OUTPIIT TAPJ:=: NTB,A9,M,(Ef[M,NJ,N=1,NC]
!A1 R I TFeu TPUT TAP F 1\1 T8 I 1 1 Q
2 () 1 i4 H:: l4 T \
110 at M=1,MS
CALL F"RH.
PT=O .. O
t;sCT=SH[~l
c.;sc::n .. o
no R7 N=j,NC
PT=Pi+P [t-'!,t\I]
sse T=[CU [ M, l~ 1+ SL. r M, N] 1*ET [ M, N ] + [ SUr M, NJ +CL [ M, N] J• ET [ M+1 .. N.) + sse T
~ 7 oS SL: =CU l M, 1'4 ] +sU [ f': IN] +CL [ M, N ] .... SL [ M, N ] +.8 SC
~R(M)=['SSCT+WH*H~]/[SSC.PT*HC/EJ
tP (~pJ ~6,86,301,
103
2330
2340
2350
~360
2380
2390
2410
2420
2430
2440
2470
2490
2r;00
2530
2540
2560
2570
2580
2600
2610
273.44
301 WRITF OUTPUT TAPE ~TA,R9,M,WHJERlMl
86 WH=WH+W
77 FOkMAT [12HOROTS OF JTSJ
89 FORMAT [15,7r2x.F13.7]]
19 rORMAT [9HOH Ln TRS]
RETU~~N
END
104
2630
273.44 105
su~R0UTI NEt~;MTS
cOMMGN 8I,R.Z,CI,GZ,AR,S,CA_SA,C8,SB,CU,SU,CL,SL,€T,ER,SM,SH,BA,BB.
lBU,8L,~D,rZ,K~,~Clr,M,N,~S,N~JNC,MTIHIH8,E,FYIFR,HC,RAT.CC,CS,lM,W
2T, w, HL, FL,e ,- "
COMM~N KIY,8P,S~S,FRC,BMAX,KA,KI,BS,RWD,RWL,NTA_NT8IKP,RWT,RW
DIM~~SIO~ 81lJQ,SJ,BZ[30,51,Cl[JO,61_CZC30,6l,AR[30,6),St5J
orM~~SIO~ CA[30,~],SA[30,~1,CB[30/~]~S8(30,5],CUr3n/6],SU[30,6J
OIME~srON CL(30,6],SL[30,6l,ET{31,6],ERt301_SM(31,61,SH(30J
_DlME~S10N 3A{30.5],88(30,5l,8u[JO,6l,8L[30,6l,EDC6J,PZ[6)
01MENSIO~ K~[3015],KC[30,6],P[30,6],FL[5l '
DO 207 M=l,MS
IF (Kp] 201,201,202
2a2 \..1 Rr TE -0UTPlJT TAFF NTB, 1 0 9
l! 01 DU' 2 0 3 I'J =1 , N8
K=K8 ( M, I~ ] 2 8 09
r~aTe [Q 6 , 96, 96, 95 , 96. 95, 9'5, 102 1• K
102 GO TC 56
96 RA{M,N]=RA[M,NJ+CArM,Nl*ET[M.N]+SA(M,Nl·~TtM,N+1)
88lM,NJ=S8[M,N]+C8[M,NJ*ET[M,N+l]+S8[M,NJ*ET[M,Nl
95 IF [1(P] 203,203,204
2Q4 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTR,54,M,N~KB[~/NJ,8A[M,N],88[MIN]
"2 a3 C0 ~! T TNLJ E
C Ma10 E" TS rN cnl U~ NS 3 070
IF [KP] 205,205,206
206 HRITF OUTPUT TAPE t\JT8,1~1
205 no 207 N=1,Nr
K=KC[M,N] 3109
GO TC {1,1,1,104;1,104,25],K
j.04 GO rr 56 '
1 RU(M,N]=RU[M,N]+CU[M,N]*~T[M,~]+SUIM,N]*EJ[M+1,Nl-[CU[M,NJ+SU(M.~,
" 11*~R(MJ
RL(MIN]=BL[M,N]+CL[M,N]*ET[M+l.N]+SL(M,N).ET[M,N,~rC~[M,N)+SL(M,NJ
lJ*~R(MJ" '
G? IF (KPJ 207,2U7,208
:2 n8 l4 R1TF OUT PUT TAF t= N,T 8 , 5 4 , M, N, KC t M, N l , t:j Ut M, NJ , ~ L t t1 , N]
2 07 COl\t T TNUE
15 4 ~',0k Iv! AT [3 I 5 , 3 [ 5 X"; F1 5 1I 7 ) 1
1 0 9 F0 ~~ 1~1 AT [1 3 H0~ , N, K8 , 8 A, R8 ]
121 FOkMAT [13HO~,N,KC,8U.RLJ
RETU~N
56 JM;: a
RETUFN
F.Nl.l
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SU8R(";UTINE FRH
COMMON BI,8l/CI,~Z,AR,S.rA,SA,C8.S~,CU,SU,CL,SL.FT,ER,SM,SH,bA,~b,
18U,8L,~U,PZIK~/KCIP,M,N,~S,{~b,NC,MTIH/H~IE,fYIFR,HCIRAT,CC,CS,lM,w
2T,w,kLIFLIC~
C0 l~,MeN K, V I ~P,S l\ S , FRC,8M AX I KA I K I , BS , RW0 , RWL • NTA, NT8 I KP I RWT I. RW
DIME~SIUN 81 (3U,5]iBZ[30,5],Cl[30,6]IC7[JO'6J'AR[3n,6],S[~]
nIME~SION CAt30,5],SA[30,5],C8[30,51ISB[30,5],CUr30,61,SU[~O,6j
UIMc~SlON CL[6Q,61,SL[30,6l,ET(J1,6J,ER[301,SM[31,6]1SH[30J
f) I ~iEf\ S I UN RA f 3 0 I c:; J , 8 8 [ 3 0 , t; 1 , P.l; [ 3 a, 6 ] , 8 L [ 3 0 I 6 ] I FD[ A 1, PZ r 6 ]
DIM~~SlO~ K~(JUI5]~KC[30.6J,P[30,6],FL[5J
t F [tJ - 1.1 1 , 1 , 2
1 FR=RL*CF
r,o TC 3
2 r f~ =,F L [N J*CF
3 t r- [!,-J - MS] 4, 5 , 5
4 HC=H
r,0 rc: 6
'5 4C=Ht:
6 RETURN
f':1\jfJ
l06
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F" Uh; Ci I 0 f~ F XYr [ X , y ] ,
rXYC=1.0/XIX/(1.n/~/X/X+1 .O/Y/Y/Y]
~ETlJ~N
Et\l fJ
107
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V iJ ! I.' C,. JON 0 t-.1 F,..., C[ x '," v 1
n~For =1"O-Fxyfj[X,Y1/X
q E TUf~ N
~:'~
U180
108
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F Uj'l CT ION F ~ 8 C [ x•y , ~ , Cp • S • ~ I , nA, CC ]
rAhC :[F"'XYC['X,Yl*Y .. OMFOC[X,YJ*X*w2l*W/8,U-CP*t
10.~-1.5*FXYC(X.YJ*[1.0/X+1.0/Y]l.FXYC[X,Y]*W*S/2.0+3,O.Bt*lDA*OM~O
2~[X.Y1/X•• ?~rC.FXYS(X,Y)/Y*.3]
t"llt:IUkN '
~~;J
0190
020U
0210
109
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~~ Ui.... C T ION CCS [ x, Y I l , E , K ~ RV ]
C THIS I=" UNeT I 0 ~I CCM PdT ~ S erN S TAN TS FOR COL UMNS
PHt=V·S~RT~(Y/E/7/RY]
SMS: rPHI / 5 I r\j F [ P"" T ] - 1 • n, I P ~ I .... 2
S~C;[1.0-P~I*COS~[PHll/ST~F[PHJ1]/PHl.*2
'r)S!.j: (St'·q'';.''?-SMS· *21.X It /r;.v
~n r F [50?,5n6],~
?05 r;C:1=~~C/nSQ
r.;n' T ,i< 507
5 n6 l~ C ~~ =r: MsIn S Q
507 P~TU;::;N
.'~I\J;I
110
3800
3820
3830
3840
3850
3860
3880
3900
273.44
FUNCTION 8CrYJPJF.,CIJ~y,~,Kl
CC=CCS(X,P,CIIElll~Y]
cs;CtS[X,P,CJ,E~?,RYJ
p XS=p *X'" * 2 / EJ CI I 'r c(>* .. 2 .. CS*• tZ ] I RV
I 'F (K] 1, 1 J 2
1 8C=1.0+PXS*CS
GO Tr; 3
2 RC=l~O·X/S-PYS*C~
3 RETLJMN
END
111
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SYMBOLS IN PROGRAM
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273,44 ;
SYMBOLS IN PROGRAM
A Floating point variable equal to M
AM Larger of the two end moments in a column (kip. in)
AR Area of a column (in2)
AXSH 'A subroutine subprogram
BA Moment at the end A in Beam (kip-in)
BB Moment at the end B in Beam (kip-in)
Be A function subprogram
BI Moment of inertia -- Beam (in4)
BL Moment at the end L in column (kip-in)
BLF Independent moment at the end L in a column with
plastic hinge combination (2) (kip-in)
EM Smaller of the two end moments in a column (kip-in)
BMAX Maximum bending moment (kip-in)
BP Pla$tic moment of a beam (kip-in)
BE Spacing of the frames (in)
BSM A variable, BSM = BS * A/360000.0
EU ,Moment at the end U in column (kip-in)
BUP Independent moment at the end U in a column (kip-in)
BZ Plastic modulus of a section -- Beams (in3)
-113
CA
CB
The slope deflection coefficient for the moment at·A
due to rotation at·A in the beam'AB (kip-in)
The slope deflection coefficient for the moment at B
due to rotation at B in the beam AB (kip-in)
CC The stiffness coefficient for a column
CCS A function subprogram
CF The intensity of the load (kip)
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CI Moment of inertia --Columns (in4)
CL The slope deflection coefficient for the moment at L
due to rotation-at L in column LU (kip-in)
'COLS A subroutine subprogram
CP Reduced plastic moment of a column (kip-in)
CS The stiffness coefficient for a column
CU The slope deflection coefficient for the moment at U
due to rotation at U in column LU (kip-in)
CZ Plastic modulus of section -- columns (in3)
DA Deflection of end A of a beam
DC Deflection of end C of a beam
DL .A variable used in calculating the coefficients for
plastic hinge combination (2) in a column
DSQ A variable used in calclilating stiffness coefficients
'for a column in Function CCS
DU A variable used in calculating the coefficients for
plastic hinge combination (2) in a column
E Modulus of· Elasticity (k/in2 )
ED Vertical de~lection of a joint due to column shortening
(:'(,E) (k/ in )
ENMTS A subroutine subprogram
. ER Rotat~on of a column due to lateral deflection ,~'::B)
(k/in )
'ET ~tation of a joint C*ij) (k/in2)
FABC A function subprogram
FED Fixed end momen~ in a beam due to vertical deflections
of joints (k/in )
FL Floor load (k/in)
FR Beam load (k/in)
PRe Maximum compressive residual stress non-dimensional
with FY
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FRH A subroutine subprogram
FXYC A function subprogram
FY Yield stress Ck/in2 )
:H Height of stories above the bottom story (in)
HB Height of the bottom story (in)
He Height of a story (H or HB) (in)
IM Fixed point variable used to stop the program if un-
desirable plastic hinge combination is detected
K Fixed point variable K is equal to KB or KC when it
is used in computed "GO Ton
Fixed point variable K keeps track of which end of a
column which has the larger moment
KA Number of a cycle
KB Plastic hinge combination for a beam
KC Plastic hinge combination for a column
KI Total number of cycles desired for a load
KP Fixed point variable KP limits the print-out to the
desired number of cycles
KRO Number of an iteration in Subroutine RODE which solves
simultaneous equations
M Level number, numbered from the top. First subscript
for the quantities pertaining to that level and story
just below that level
MI: Fixed point variable number for a story in Subroutine
AXSH
MS Total number of stories
MT Total number of levels
N Bay number, numbered from the left. Second subscript
for the quantities pertaining to that bay
NB Total number of bays
NC Total number of columns
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NTA Number of tape for input
NTB Number of tape for output
OMFOC A function subprogram
OMX A variable used in calculating the coefficients for
plastic hinge combination (2) in a column
OMY 'A variable used in calculating the coefficients for
plastic hinge combination (2) in a column
OPX ,A variable used in calculating the coefficients for
plastic hinge combination (2) in a column
opy A variable used in calculating the coefficients for
plastic hinge combination (2) in a column
P Axial load in a column (kip)
PHI A variable used in calculating stiffness coefficients
for a column
Popy .. Axial load (P) non-dimensionalized as. P/PY where Py
is axial yield load
PP Axial load from previous cycle (kip)
PT Total axial load in columns in a story (ki,p)
PXS A variable used in Function Be
PZ' A variable used in calculating axial loads
R Maximum allowable live load reduction
RAT Ratio of end moments
Ratio of stiffness coefficients in a column
RED Live load reduction factor
RW
RWC
RWD
RWL
A subroutine subprogram
Proportionality constant for wind load
Proportionality constant for column load
Proportionality constant for dead load
Proportionality constant for live load
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RWT Proportionality constant for wind load at the top of
the frame
RWW Proportionality constant for wall load
RY Effective moment of inertia factor
S Width-of a bay (in)
SA Slope-deflection coefficient for moment at A due to
rotation at B in a member AB
SB Slope-deflection coefficient for moment at B due to
rotation at·A in a member AB
SBAB Sum of the two end moments in member AB
SH Sum of the independent moments in all the columns of
a story
8L Slope-deflection coefficient for moment at L due to
rotation ~t U in a column LU
8M Sum of the independent moments at the 'ends of the
members framing into one joint
SMC A variable used in Function CCS
8M3 A variable used in Function CCS
SNS Square of a span
,sse A variable used in Subroutine RODE
SSCT :A variable used,in·Subroutine RODE
SU 'Slope-deflection coefficient for moment at U due to
rotation at L in a column LU
W -Lateral load at a panel point (kip)
we Column load (kip)
WD Dead load (k/in2)
WH Total lateral load in a story (kip)
WL Live load (k/in2)
WT Lateral load at the top of the frame (kip)
WW Wall load (kip)
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XB Distance from the end A to the maximum positive moment
point in a beam (in)
XC 'Distance from the end L to the maximum moment point in
a column (in)
Y Complement of XB or'XC (in)
273.44 -119
10. TABLES
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TABLE 5.1 P,RAME B -- LOADING
120
Worki'n'g Fa..ctoredD~sign
Load Loo.d
Roof k/ft 2.16 2.81
Floor k/ft 2.95 3.85
Wind k 5.76 7.49
Wall k 13.0 16~9
Column k 3.00 3.90
273.44
TABLE 5.2 FRAME B - - PLASTIC HINGE·' ROTATIONS IN BEAMS-'-'~:-;~.:'
121
PL. HINGE ROT
LEVEL SPAN END
RAD.
3 AS Rt. 0.0128
3 Be Rt. 0.0142
4 AS Rt. 0.0144
4 Be Rt. 0.0160
4 CD Rt. 0.0151
6 AS Rt. 0.0106
7 AS Rt 0.00959
7 Be Rt. 0.00877
273.44
TABLE 5.3 FRAME C -- BEAM SECTIONS
BEAMS
122
LEVEL AS BC CD
I 14 B 26 12 Jr 11.8 16 W:-45
2 16 'AF' 36 12 B 165 18 YF55
:3 do do do
4 do do do
5 do 16 B 31 do
6 16YF45 16 'IF 40 do
7 do do .do
8 18YF 50 18 YF5b do
9 do do do
10 21 'IF 55 21'/F55 21 YF!55
II do do do
12 21 YF62 21 YF62 21YF62
13 do do do
14 21 '/F68 21 W:-68 21 YF6B
15 do do do
16 24'ItC68 24YF68 24YF68
17 do do do
18 24 v.c-76 24W:-76 24\Y=76
19 do do do
20 do do do
21 24 84 24 84 24YF84
22 do do do
23 do do do
24 27 84 27 84 27YF84
TABLE 5.4 FRAME C - - COLUMN SECTIONS
COLUMNS
123
.. /
LEVEL A B C . -D
1-3 /12YF40 12YF40 12YF S8 12'WS8
3-5 12YFS8 12YFS8 12 'IF 79 12YF79
S-7 14YF78 14YF78 14YF III 14FIII
7-9 14YF III 14 'IF III / 14·"136 14\F136
9-11 14YFI27 14 127 14VFIS8 14W:IS8
11-13 14YFI36 14W:142 '14YFI93 14w=tS8
13-IS 14W=142 14'IF 167 14¥F211 14W::184
15-17 14VFI67 14'IF 193 14\4F246 14~202
17-19 14'IF21l '4~237 14 'IF 314 14YF246
19-21 14W:246 14W:-,264 14VF' 342 14YF287
21-23 14YF287 14 'IF 314 14v.c-370 14'IF314
23-25 14YF314 14W:-342 14'F398 14YF320
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TABLE 5.5 FRAME C - - LOADING
124
Working Factored
D~sign
Load Load
Roof k/ft 3.00 3.90
Floor AS k/ft 4.36 5.66
Floor Be k/ft 4.73 6.15
Floor CD k/ft 4.06 -527
Wind k 5.76 7.49
Wall k 24.5 31.85
Column k 7.50 9.75
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TABLE 5.6 FRAME C PLASTIC HINGE ROTATIONS IN BEAMS
125
SPAN
PL. HINGE ROT:LEVEL END
RAD.
I Be Lt. 0.00272
I Be Rt. 0.00636
2 Be Lt. 0.00169
2 Be Rt. 0.00831
3 s.c Lt. 0.00329
3 BC Rt. 0.01217
4 Be Rt. 0.01525.
4 CD Rt. 0.01897
5 CD Rt. ·0.02179
6 CD Rt. 0.01980
7 AS Rt. 0.01162
7 CD Rt. 0.01633
8· CD Rt. 0.01341
g. CD Rt. 0.01166
10 CD Rt. 0.00813
II CD Rt. 0.00716
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11. FIGURES
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FIG. 3.2 MOMENT-CURVATURE-THRUST RELATIONSHIPS
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FIG. 3.7 LOADING AND END CONDITIONS OF A BEAM
FIG. 3.8
----- Plastic Hinge Locations -----.I....
B. M. Diagram
BENDING MOMENT DIAGRAM AND POSSIBLE PLASTIC HINGE
LOCATIONS IN A BEAM
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Combination Beam Hinge
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BEAM--COMBINATIONS OF PLASTIC HINGES
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FIG. 3.10
L
COMBINATION (2) IN BEAM
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FIG. 3.11 COLUMN--LOADS AND END' CONDITIONS
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FIG. 3.14 COMBINATION (2) IN COLUMNS
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FIG. 4.1 FORCES AT A JOINT
FIG. 4.2 EQUILIBRIUM OF HORIZONTAL FORCES
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FIG. 4.3 ELONGATION OF THE TENSION BRACE
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FIG. 4.4 EFFECT OF CLADDING
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NTA :::; 1
NTB ::: 1
1M :::; 1
WT ::: CF *RWT
W :::; CF "i':RW
WW = CF "i':RWW
WC :::; CF "i':RWC
WD = CF "i,:RWD
WL = CF "i,:RWL
r-
I
II-
I
I
I
I
IL _
:::: 0
< 0
r-
I
I
I
IL __
A=M
BSM ::::: BS * A
360000. D.
RED ::::: B8M * 8(1)
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r-
I
I
I
IL__
FIG. 4.5
P(M, 1) ::::: PZ(l) + (WD + (1.0 - RED)
WL) * 8(1) * B8/2.0 - (BA(M, 1) + BB
(M, 1»/8(1) + we
PZ(1~ = P(M,l) + WW
RED :::; B8M * 8(NB)
Q'
FLOW CHART FOR MAIN PROGRAM
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< 0
203
> 0
"AXIAL SHORTENING"
(ED(N), N ::: 1, NC))
ItM, N, KB, BA, BMAX,
BB, XB AND CA, SA,
CB, SE"
----- -,
I
I
1
I
'I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
________ J
RED = BSM * (S(N) + SeN - 1))
< 0
P(M, NC) ::: PZ(NC) + (WD + (1.0 - RED) WL)*
S(NE) * BS/2.0 - (BA(M, NB) + BB(M,
NB) )/S(NB) + WC
PZ(NC) ::: P(M, NC) + W'IJ
P(M; N) ::: PZ(N) + (WD + (1.0 - RED) * WL)*
(5 eN) + SeN - 1)) ~.( BS/2. 0 - (BA(M, N)
+ BB(M, N))/S(N) + (BA(M, N - 1) + BB
(M, N - l))/S(N - 1) + WC
PZ(N)' = P(M, N)
FIG. 4.5 FLOW CHART FOR MAIN PROGRAM(CONTINUED)
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FIG. 4.5
"M, N, KC, BD
BL AND CU,
SU, CL, .8L"
FLOW CHART FOR MAIN PROGRAM (CONTINUED)
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r-
I
t
I
I BA(M, N) :::: 0.0
I BB(M, N) = 0.0
I KB(M, N) :::: 1I
I
I
IL____
r-
BU(M, N) :::: 0.0
BL(M, N) = 0.0
KC(M, N) :::; l
ET(M, N) :::: 0.0
H, HB, (S(N), N =1, NB)
E, FY, FRC
BS, RWD, RWL
H, HE, ( S (N), N :::: 1, NE)
E, FY, FRC
- BS, RWD, RWL
«BI(M, N), BZ (M, N), N :::: 1~ NB), M :::; 1, MS)
«Cl(M, N), CZ (M, N), AR (M, N), N ;::; 1, NC), M = 1, MS2
r---
'M=l,.MS
NB)
(EI(M, N),.N = 1, NE)
(BZ(M, N), N = 1, NB)
(Cl(M, N), N :::: 1, Ne)
" (CZ(M, N), N :::; 1, NC)
(AR(M, N), N :::: 1; MC)
------J
RL J (FL(N), N .:::: 1, NB)
RWT, RW
FIG. 4.6 FLOW CHART FOR SUBROUTINE SUBPROGRAM
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r
!
I
I
I
I
L- _
>0
ED(N) :::: ED(N) + P(MI, N) xH
AR(MI, N)
149
FIG. 4.7 FLOW CHART FOR SUBROUTINE SUBPROGRAM
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KB (M,N) = 1
BP = FY * BZ (M,N)
SNS = SeN) * SeN)
FED = -6.0 * BI (M,N)
*(ED(N+l) - ED(N))/SNS
SBAB = -(BA (M,N) + BB (M,N))'
SeN) SBAB
XB :::: 2:0 + FR'i:S(N)
3
KB(M,N)==6
BA(M,N)=BMAX
-FR'i-:XB2/2.0
< 0
y = ~N) - XB
BMAX = FR * Y * XB/2.0
+ BA(M,N) . SBAB*XB+~
< a
KB(M,N) :::: 4
FR~'~y2BB(M,N) = -BMAX + ---'-'-2.0
s 0
KB(M,N) == 2
BA(M,N) = BMAX _ FR"~XB2
2.0
FR*y2
BB(M,N) = -BMAX + 2:Cr
FIG. 4.8 FLOW CHART FOR SUBROUTINE SUBPROGRAM
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202
M,N, KB(M,N),
BA(M,N), BMAX,
BB(M,N), XB
M,N,K.B(M,N),BA(M,N)
BMAX,BB(M,N),XB
"BEAM MECHANISM"
46
> 0
BA(M,N) - BP*BA(M,N) *1.0001
- ABSF(BA(M,N))
"IMP COMB OF KBIT
51>0
= KB(M,N)+4
BB(M, N) = BP~\'
BB(M,N) ~1 0001
ABSF(BB(M,N)) ...
ABSF (BB(M,N))
CA(M,N) = 0.0
SA(M,N) = 0.0
CB(M;N') ;::; 0.0
SB(M,N) = 0.0
FIG. 4.8 FLOW CHART FOR SUBROUTINE SUBPROGRAM
B E A M S (CONTINUED)
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BA(M,N) = _ FR*SNS + FED
12.0
FR~':SNS
BB(H,N) -r2:ll + FED
SM(M,N) = SM(M,N) + BA(M,N)
SM(M,N+1) = SM(M,N+1) + BB(M,N)
CA(M,N) = 4.0 * BI(M,N)/S(N)
SA(M,N) = CA(M,N)/2.0
CB(M,N) = CA(M,N)
SB(M,N) = SA(M,N)
31
SM(M,N) = SM(M,N) + BA(M,N)
BB(M,N) = 0.5 * BA(M,N) FR*SNS FED+ s:o- + 2:0'
SM(M,N+l) = SM(M,N+l) + BB(M,N)
CB(M,N) = 3.0 * BI(M,N)/S{N)
62
BA(M,N) = FABC(XB,Y,FR,BP,S(N),BI(M,N),
ED(N) ,ED(N+1))
BB(M,N) = -FABC (Y,XB,FR,BP,S(N),
BI(M,N),ED(N+1),ED(N))
SM(M,N) = SM(M,N) + BA(M,N)
SM(M,N+l) = SM(M,N+l') + BB(M,N)
CA(M,N) = 3.0 ..': BI(M,N) " OMFOC (XB,Y)/
XB
CB(M,N) = 3.0 * BI(M,N) " FXYC(XB, y)/y2
31
SM(M,N) = SM(M,N)
+ BA(M,N)
SM(M,N+l)=SM(M,N+l)
+ BB(M,N)
15'2
BA(M,N) = O.5~,·BB(M,N) FR*SNS FED
- --s:o- + 2":0
Sl1 (11, N) = SM(H, N) +. BA(M, N)
SM(r1,N+l) = SM(M,N+l) + BB(M,N)
CA(M,N) = 3.0 * BI(M,N)/S(N)
> 0
.:S 0
FIG. 4.8 FLOW CHART FOR SUBROUTINE SUBPROGRAM
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<0
BL(M N) - np * BL (M,N)
, ~ \- ABSF BL (M,N)
.....1.00.01
Eli (M,N)
P(M,N), CI(M,N), E, 1, RY)
P(M,N), CI(M,N), E, 2, RY)
PHI::: He 'i': Jp(M,N)/(E'i': CI(M,N) * RY)
RAT ::: ABSF (BL(M,N» ~': BU(M,N)ABSF (BU(M,N» BL(M,N)
>0
3 35
AN ::: ABSF (BU (M,N» AM ::: ABSF (BL (M,N)
BM ::: ABSF (BL (M,N) )'i': BM ::: ABSF (BU (M,N) ) ..
RAT RAT
K ::: -1 K ::: 1
FIG. 4.9 FLOW CHART FOR SUBROUTINE SUBPROGRAM
COL S (CONTINUED)
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<..,. a
39
ZK = ATANF (-(BM + AM * COSF(PHI))/
AM!SINF(PHI))
>0
37
BMAX == SQRTF (AM2 + BM2 - 2.0 * AM2*COSF(PHI)
SINE (PHI)
x = ZK/SQRTF (P(M,N)/(E*CI(M,N) * RY))
41
> 0
40
CP * BL (M, N) ~ 1 0001
BMAX == ABSF(BL(~,N)) .. ·<0
BMAX == _ CP * Bll (M,N) * 1 0001
ABSF (BU(M,N) ·
< 0
76
BL (M,N)=CF#
BL (M, N)
ABSF(BL(M,N: )
"·~l. 0001
KC(M,N) == 3
> 0
Cp oN BU(M,N)
BU(M,N) = ABSF(BU(M,N» * 1.00C1
......---....
KC(M,N) = KC(M,N) + 4
73 ..... ....
ABSF (BU(M,N)) - CP
CL(M,N) =0.0
SL(M,N) =0.0
CU(M,N) =0.0
SU(M,N) ::::0.0
RAT = CS/CC
FIG. 4.9 FLOW CH~T FOR SUBROUTINE SUBPROGRAM
COL S
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\.'U(l'l,N) :::::: CC
\.'L(U,N) = CC
Sll(H,N) :::::: CS
Sl(t'l,N) = CS
Bll(N,N) =0.0
BL(f.1,N) =0.0
OPX = BC(XC, P(M,N), E, CI(M,N), RY, HC,-l)
opy = BC(Y, P(M,N), E, CI(M,N), RY, HC, -1)
OMX :::::: BC(XC, P(M,N), E, CI(M,N), RY, HC,-l)
OMY ::::: BC(Y, P(M,N), E, CI(M,N), RY, HC, 1)
DL = OMX - XC * Y
HC2 ..'e: OMY
DU:::::: OMY - XC * Y
HC2 "i'e: OMX ~
155
BLF = BMAX ..t:
DL (OPX -
XC 'it: OPY
He "it( OMY
BUF :::::: _ BMAX 'It: Y 'it: OPXDU (OPY - He * OMX
SH(M) :::::: SH(M) + BLF + BUF
SM(M,N) :::::: SM(M,N) + BUF
, SM(M+1, N) = SM(M+l, N) + BLF
CU(M N) = - P(M,N) 'it: Y
, DU": E
SU(M,N)
CL(M,N)
P(M, N) 'It: XC
OMX W DU W E
P(M,N) 'It: XC
DL * E
P(M,N) 'I': y
,SL(M,N) OMY W DL W E
BL(M,N) :::::: ELF BU(M,N) :::::: BUF
SH(M) :::::: SH(M) + (1.0 + RAT) * BL(M,N)
SM(M,N) :::::: SM(M,N) + RAT * BL(M,N)
SM(M+1,N) :::::: SM(M+l, N) + BL(M,N)
BU(M,N) ::::: RAT * BL(M,N)
CU(M,N):::::: CC2 _ Cs 2
CC
SH(M) :::::: SH(M) + (1.0 + RAT) 'I: BU(M,N)
SM(M,N) :::::: SM(M,N) ~ BU(M,N)
SM(M+1, N) :::::: SM(M+l, N) + RAT * BU(M,N)
BL(M,N) ::::::RAT * BU(M,N)
CL(M,N) Cc2 _ CS 2
CC
7
81
FIG. 4.9
SH(M)~:::::: SH(M) + BU(M,N) + BL(M,N)
__--------....-.04
SH(M,N) :::::: SM(M,N) + BU(M,N)
SM(M+1, N) :::::: SM(M+l, N) + BL(M,N)
203
SU(M,N) ,
SL(M,N) .
FLOW CHART FOR SUBROUTINE SUBPROGRAM
COL S (CONTINUED)
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ET(l,l) L-SM(l,l) - SA(l,l) * ET(1,2) - SU(l,l) * ET(2,1)
+( CU(l, 1) + SU(l, 1) ~': ER(l) ] / (CA(l, 1) + CUC,l, 1»
ET(l,NC) L-SM(l,NC) - SB(l,NB) * ET(l,NB) - SU(l,NC)
~':ET(2,NC) + (CU(l',NC) + SU(l,NC» ~': ER(l)] /
(CB(l,NB) + CU(l,NC»
< 0
ET(l,N) ~SM(l,N) - SB(l,N-I) * BTCI,N-I) - SA(l,N) *ET(I,N+I)
-SU(l,N) * ET(2,N) + (CU(l,N) + SU(l,N» * ERCI)] /
(CB(l,N-I) + CACl,N) + CU(I,N»
< 0
ET(M,l)
ET(M,NC)
FIG. 4.l0
~SM(M,l) - SA(M,l) * ET(M,2) - SL(M-l, 1)
*ET(M-l, 1) - SU(M,l) * ET(M+I, 1) + (CU(M,l) +
SU(M,I» * ER(M) + (CL(M-I, 1) + SL(M-1, 1»
~':ER(M-l) J / (CACM, 1) + CL(M-I, 1) + CU(M, 1»
~SM(M,NC) - SB(M,NB) * ET(M,NB) -SL(M-1, NC)
*ET(M-I, NC) - SU(M, NC) * ET(M+l, NC) +\(CU(M, Ne)
+ SU(M, NC»* ER(M) + (CL(M-I, NC) + SL(Mjl, Ne»
~':ER(M-l) ] /(CB(M, NB) + CL(M-I, Ne) + CUCH, ~V:»
FLOW CHART FOR SUBROUTINE SUBPROGRAM
ROD E (CONTINUED)
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/
PT ::::; PT + P(M, N)
SSCT ::::; (CU(M, N) +SL(M, N»
* ET(M, N) + (SU(M, N)
+ CL(M, N)) * ET(M + 1, N)
+ SSCT
SSC ::::; eU(M, N) + SU(M, N) +
CL(M, N) + SL(M, N) +
SSC
ER(M) ::::; (SSCT + WH * HC)/(SSC -~E ,)
r---
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
L _
E'l\M, N) :::: [- SM(M, N) - SA(M, N) "if, ET(M, N + 1) - SE(M, N-1)
*ET(M, N-1) - SL(M-1, N) * ET(M-1, N) - SU (M, N)
*ET(M + 1, N) + (CL(M-1, N) + SL(M-1, N)) * ER(M-1)
+ (CU(M, N) + SU(M, N)) * ER(M)] / (CACM, N) +
CB(M, N-1) + CL(M-~, N) + CU.(M, 1\1))
r---
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
PT ::::; 0.0
SSCT ::::; SH(M)
sse::::; 0.0
FIG. 4.10 FLOW CHART FOR SUBROUTINE SUBPROGRAM
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BA(M,N) = BA(M,N) + CA(M,N) * ET(M,N)
+ SA (M,N) * ET (M,N+l)
BB(M,N) :::: BB(M,N) + CB(M,N) * ET(M,N + 1)
+ BE (M,N) * ET (M,N)
BU(M,N) = BU(M,N)+CU(M,N)*ET(M,N)
+ SU(M,N)*ETCM+l,N)
- (CU(M,N) + SU(M,N) )*ER(M)
BL(M,N) = BL(M,N)+CL(M,N)*ET(M+l,N)
+ SL(M,N)*ET(M,N)
- (CL(M,N) + SL(M,N) )*ER(M)
25
7
------,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I--
I
I
I
I
r----------.....;.-J
I
I
_...J
1
l,2, 3,5
FIG. 4.11 FLOW CHART FOR SUBROUTINE SUBPROGRAM
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Fxyc = _1_.0 _
'2 (1.0 1.
x -3- + -3-
x y
(x,y)
FABC = [FXYC (X,Y) 'N Y - OMFOC (x,Y) 'jt.: X 2 ] 'j': 8~0
- CP 'jt.: [10.5 _ 1.5 'j': FxyC (X,Y) 'jt.: (1~0 + l~O) ]
- FxyC (x,y) * ~.~ + 3.0 * BI * [DA * O:~OC(X!y)
- DC 'j': FxyC(x,y) ]
3
Y
FIG. 4.12 FLOW CHART FOR SUBROUTINE SUBPROGRAM F R H
AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS F X Y C, 0 M Foe
MJDFABC
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CC = CCS (X, P, CI, E, 1, RY)
cs = ccs eX, P, CI, E, 2, RY)
p "i" x2pxs =
E * CI * ecc2- CS 2) * RY
< 0 > 0
PHI = x * SQRTF (E * zY* RY)
PHI 2
5MB = [ SINF(PHI) - 1.0] IPHI
SMC = 1 0 PHI * COSF (PHI) IPHI 2
• - SINF (PHI )
(SMC 2 - SMS 2) * X
DSQ = Z * RY
FIG. 4.13 FLOW CHART FOR FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS B C, AND ~ C S
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